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Abstract. This paper establishes trace formulae for a class of operators defined in terms of
the functional calculus for the Laplace operator on divergence-free vector fields with relative
and absolute boundary conditions on Lipschitz domains in R3. Spectral and scattering theory
of the absolute and relative Laplacian is equivalent to the spectral analysis and scattering
theory for Maxwell equations. The trace formulae allow for unbounded functions in the
functional calculus that are not admissible in the Birman-Krein formula. In special cases the
trace formula reduces to a determinant formula for the Casimir energy that is being used
in the physics literature for the computation of the Casimir energy for objects with metallic
boundary conditions. Our theorems justify these formulae in the case of electromagnetic
scattering on Lipschitz domains, give a rigorous meaning to them as the trace of certain
trace-class operators, and clarifies the function spaces on which the determinants need to be
taken.
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2 A. STROHMAIER AND A. WATERS

1. Introduction

In this paper we establish several trace formulae for operators governing the time-harmonic
Maxwell equations on an open set X = Ω∪M ⊂ Rd of the form Rd∖∂Ω, where Ω is a bounded
(strongly) Lipschitz domain. Here we will refer to Ω as the interior and to M as the exterior
domain. We denote by E, H the electric and magnetic fields, respectively. The time-harmonic
Maxwell-system is given by

curlE − iλH = 0

divE = 0

curlH + iλE = 0 (1)

divH = 0

ν ×E = A on ∂Ω

⟨ν,H⟩ = f on ∂Ω

where the first four equations are considered in either Ω or M separately, or simultaneously
by considering this as an equation on X. Here ν is the almost everywhere defined outward
pointing unit normal vector field on ∂Ω. This system is well posed on suitable function spaces
under natural consistency conditions on A and f . In particular, if A is sufficiently regular
and tangential and λ /= 0 the function f is determined by A. For the interior problem, given a
tangential A, the system then has a unique solution for λ away from a discrete set of points.
For the exterior problem and Im(λ) > 0 one imposes that E and H are square integrable and
then obtains a unique solution for any sufficiently regular tangential A. In both cases the
solution E can be expressed as

E = L̃λL
−1
λ A,

where L̃λ is the electric field boundary layer potential operator and Lλ is the electric field
boundary layer operator. For a continuous tangential vector field A one has

(L̃λA)(x) = curl curl∫
∂Ω

eiλ∣x−y∣

4π∣x − y∣
A(y)dy,

and LλA is obtained by taking the boundary value of ν×L̃. These operators extend to suitable
function spaces and we refer to Section 6 for the precise definitions. The vector field H and
the function f are then determined by H = − i

λcurlE. As usual this layer potential operator
creates a solutions of the Maxwell system by placing certain sources on the boundary, and
the choice of L̃ is now a standard operator in computational electrodynamics.

For λ /= 0 the system for E becomes

−∆E − λ2E = 0

divE = 0

ν ×E = A on ∂Ω.

The associated spectral problem is therefore that of the Laplace-Beltrami operator ∆, on
divergence-free vector fields with the corresponding boundary condition. For the electric field
the boundary condition ν × E = 0 on ∂Ω leads to the relative Laplacian ∆rel by quadratic
form considerations. Similarly, for the magnetic field the boundary condition ν ⋅H = 0 leads
to the absolute Laplace operator ∆abs. Both are are self-adjoint operators on L2(R3,C3) =

L2(Ω,C3)⊕L2(M,C3) and their definition and properties are explained in detail in Sections 3
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and 4. Functional calculus for the relative Laplacian determines the solutions E of the time-
harmonic Maxwell-system, whereas functional calculus for the absolute Laplacian determines
the solutions H of the system. Here we use the more mathematical notation that is inspired
by Hodge theory. The harmonic forms satisfying relative boundary conditions give rise to
relative de Rham cohomology classes and the ones satisfying absolute boundary conditions
give rise to absolute de Rham cohomology classes.

Before we describe the general case we would like to explain and motivate this in an impor-
tant special case and when the bounded Lipschitz domain Ω ⊂ R3 consists of two connected
components Ω1 and Ω2. We then construct the self-adjoint operator ∆rel out of the Laplace
operator on R3 ∖ ∂Ω by imposing relative boundary conditions in each side of ∂Ω. The op-
erators ∆j,rel are obtained in the same way from the Laplace operator on R3 ∖ ∂Ωj with
boundary conditions only imposed on each side of ∂Ωj . The operators ∆abs and ∆j,abs are
defined analogously with absolute boundary conditions. It is a special case of our result that
the two operators

CE = (−∆rel)
− 1

2 δd − (−∆1,rel)
− 1

2 δd − (−∆2,rel)
− 1

2 δd + (−∆free)
− 1

2 δd,

CH = (−∆abs)
− 1

2 δd − (−∆1,abs)
− 1

2 δd − (−∆2,abs)
− 1

2 δd + (−∆free)
− 1

2 δd,

defined on smooth compactly supported vector fields on X = R3 ∖ ∂Ω extend to trace-class
operators on L2(R3,C3) and their trace can be expressed in terms of the determinant of a
combination of Maxwell boundary layer operators (see Theorems 1.1 and 1.3). In fact we
will see that their traces coincide, i.e. tr (CE) = tr (CH). We have used here differential form
notation, with d being the exterior derivative and δ being the co-derivative. The trace-class
property is due to several cancellations. Any linear combination of operators appearing in the
expressions above that is not proportional to this expression is not trace-class. This statement
remains true even if one introduces an artificial boundary thereby compactifying the problem.

In terms of vector-calculus the above two operators can also be written as

CE = (−∆rel)
− 1

2 curl curl − (−∆1,rel)
− 1

2 curl curl − (−∆2,rel)
− 1

2 curl curl + (−∆free)
− 1

2 curl curl,

CH = curl(−∆rel)
− 1

2 curl − curl(−∆1,rel)
− 1

2 curl − curl(−∆2,rel)
− 1

2 curl + curl(−∆free)
− 1

2 curl.

Apart from being interesting from the point of view of spectral analysis these operators
also have a direct physical significance. Namely 1

4tr (CE +CH) =
1
2tr (CE) represents the

Casimir energy of the two Lipschitz obstacles Ω1 and Ω2. Indeed, as shown in [45] in a
general rigorous framework of quantum field theory, the local trace, i.e. the trace of the
integral kernel restricted to the diagonal, of the operator

1

4
((−∆rel)

− 1
2 curl curl − (−∆free)

− 1
2 curl curl) +

1

4
((−∆abs)

− 1
2 curl curl − (−∆free)

− 1
2 curl curl)

is the renormalised energy density obtained from the electromagnetic quantum field theory.
The relative resolvent differences CE and CH then describe differences of energies. It was
shown in [21], again in a rigorous QFT framework, that in case of the scalar field that such
“energy differences” lead to a Casimir force as determined from the quantum stress energy
tensor as in [12, 31]. The same statement is expected to hold for the electromagnetic field,
but this will be discussed elsewhere.

The mathematical statements above can therefore also be interpreted as a rigorous proof
that the Casimir energy as derived from spectral quantities is well defined in this framework
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and can be computed from determinants of boundary layer operators. It also clarifies the
function spaces needed to compute these quantities for non-smooth boundaries.

We focus in this paper on Maxwell’s equations in dimension three and we will mostly use
vector-calculus notations rather than differential forms. This has the advantage of keeping
the notations and exposition more accessible and we can then also rely on a wealth of previous
results on boundary layer operators ([8,9,15–17,26,34,36–39]). Focusing on dimension three
also avoids complications with the free Green’s function having more complicated expressions
or a logarithmic singularity at zero. More importantly the focus on dimension three allows
us to stay close to the classical notations in Maxwell theory without having to distract the
reader with more complicated notations.

Although this is a mathematical paper we also try to give of physics background for the
interested reader. To our knowledge a determinant formula for the Casimir energy first
appeared in the physics literature [42] where this was derived microscopically and without
reference to spectral theory. Physics derivations have also appeared in various contexts based
on path integrals and fluctuations of configurations on the surface on the obstacles ([19, 32,
33]) and have led to numerical schemes [30] and asymptotic formulae. The spectral side,
often favouring a zeta function regularisation approach as in Casimir’s original work [14] was
developed somewhat independently. We refer to [6] and [35] for a comprehensive overview
over the subject. The relation between the various approaches remained unclear even in the
physics world (for a very recent report on this see [5] and references). We also mention the
approach of [1], which is also based on a reduction to the boundary.

1.1. Statement of main results. We now describe the general setting of our results. We
assume that Ω ⊂ R3 be an open and bounded (strongly) Lipschitz domain in R3 in the sense
that the boundary of Ω is locally congruent to the graph of a Lipschitz function. The finitely
many connected components will be denoted by Ωj with some index j, which ranges from 1

to N . We will think of the closure Ω as a collection of disjoint compact obstacles Ωj placed
in R3 (see Fig. 1). Removing these obstacles from R3 results in a non-compact open domain
M = R3/Ω with Lipschitz boundary ∂Ω. We will assume throughout that M is connected. It
will also be convenient to introduce X = R3 ∖ ∂Ω =M ∪Ω.

Figure 1. A Lipschitz domain Ω consisting of four connected components Ω1,Ω2,Ω3,Ω4.

On the boundary one has well-defined anisotropic Sobolev spaces H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω) (see Sec-

tion 2) and the Maxwell electric field operator Lλ is a bounded operator H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω) →
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H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω) (see Section 6). This can be done for each object separately and one can

assemble the individual parts Lλ,∂Ωj
∶ H−

1
2 (Div, ∂Ωj) → H−

1
2 (Div, ∂Ωj) into an operator

LD,λ = ⊕
N
j=1Lλ,∂Ωj

acting on H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω).

Theorem 1.1. The operator LλL
−1
D,λ is well-defined and a trace-class perturbation of the

identity for any complex λ with Im(λ) > 0. It therefore has a well-defined Fredholm determi-

nant det(LλL
−1
D,λ) on the space H−

1
2 (Div, ∂Ω). Let δ be the minimal distance between separate

objects. Then for any 0 < δ′ < δ the function

Ξ(λ) = log det(LλL
−1
D,λ),

where the branch of the logarithm has been fixed by continuity, extends to a holomorphic
function in a neighborhood of the closed upper half space and it satisfies the bound

∣Ξ(λ)∣ ≤ Ce− Im(λ)δ

for λ in any sector about the positive imaginary axis of angle strictly less than π.

We note that the operators L−1λ and L−1D,λ have singularities at zero and it is due to a
variety of cancellations that the quotient is regular at zero, in particular when the objects
have non-trivial topology. Our proof is based on a careful analysis of these singularities.

Figure 2. The sectors Sϵ, D ϵ
2
and the corresponding contours.

Before we formulate the trace formula we need to define a large class of functions to which
it applies. These will be analytic functions in certain sectors and we start by describing these
sectors. Assume 0 < ϵ ≤ π and let Sϵ be the open sector

Sϵ = {z ∈ C ∣ z /= 0, ∣arg(z)∣ < ϵ}

containing the real axis (see Fig. 2). Associated to these we define the following spaces of
functions. The space Eϵ will be defined by

Eϵ = {f ∶Sϵ → C ∣ f is holomorphic in Sϵ,∃α > 0,∀ϵ0 > 0, ∣f(z)∣ = O(∣z∣
αeϵ0∣z∣)}.

We define the space Pϵ as the set of functions in Eϵ whose restriction to [0,∞) is polynomially
bounded and that extend continuously to the boundary of Sϵ in the logarithmic cover of the
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complex plane. Reference to the logarithmic cover of the complex plane is only needed in
case ϵ = π. In this case functions in Pπ are required to have continuous limits from above and
below on the negative real axis. We do not however require that these limits coincide. The
space Pϵ contains in particular f(z) = zα, α > 0 for any 0 < ϵ ≤ π.

When working with the Laplace operator it is often convenient to change variables and use
λ2 as a spectral parameter, and in the context of Maxwell theory it turns out to be beneficial
to introduce an extra λ−2-factor. For notational brevity we therefore introduce another class
of functions as follows.

Definition 1.2. The space P̃ϵ is defined to be the space of functions f such that f(λ) =
λ−2g(λ2) for some g ∈ Pϵ. In particular f(λ) = O(λa) for some a > −2 near λ = 0.

Very generally the operator ∆rel decomposes into a direct sum of unbounded operators
∆rel = 0 ⊕ dδ ⊕ δd under the weak Hodge-Helmholtz decomposition (see Section 4, (9)) we
have

f((−∆rel)
1
2 )curlcurl = f((−∆rel)

1
2 )δd = f((δd)

1
2 )δd

for any Borel function f . This implies that for a function f ∈ P̃ϵ the unbounded operator

f((−∆rel)
1
2 )curlcurl contains C∞0 (X,C3) in its domain. Indeed, for ψ ∈ C∞0 (X,C3) and k ∈ N

large enough we have the factorisation f((δd)
1
2 )δd = h((δd)

1
2 )(δd + 1)kψ, where (δd + 1)kψ ∈

C∞0 (X,C3) and the function h(λ) = (1 + λ2)−kλ2f(λ) is bounded on the real line.
For 0 < ϵ ≤ π we also define the contours Γϵ in the complex plane as the boundary curves

of the sectors Sϵ. In case ϵ = π the contour is defined as a contour in the logarithmic cover of
the complex plane. We also let Γ̃ ϵ

2
be the corresponding contour after the change of variables,

i.e. the pre-image in the upper half space under the map z → z2 of Γϵ (see Fig. 2).

For f ∈ P̃ϵ we define the relative operator

Drel,f = f((−∆rel)
1
2 )curl curl − f((−∆free)

1
2 )curl curl

−
N

∑
j=1

(f((−∆j,rel)
1
2 )curl curl − f((−∆free)

1
2 )curl curl) ,

where f(λ) = g(λ2). Similarly,

Dabs,f = f((−∆abs)
1
2 )curl curl − f((−∆free)

1
2 )curl curl

−
N

∑
j=1

(f((−∆j,abs)
1
2 )curl curl − f((−∆free)

1
2 )curl curl)

= curlf((−∆rel)
1
2 )curl − curlf((−∆free)

1
2 )curl

−
N

∑
j=1

(curlf((−∆j,rel)
1
2 )curl − curlf((−∆free)

1
2 )curl)

Since these operators contain C∞0 (X,C3) in their domain they are densely defined.
We refer to taking these differences as the relative setting, indicating that this compares

interacting quantities to non-interacting ones. It is unfortunate that the word relative is also
used to denote the relative boundary conditions. We alert the reader that these two uses
of the word relative are unrelated, but to avoid confusion we have used the symbol D for
“difference” to denote relative objects.

Our main result reads as follows.
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Theorem 1.3. If f ∈ P̃ϵ, then operators Drel,f and Dabs,f extend to trace-class operators

L2(R3,C3)→ L2(R3,C3) and

tr(Drel,f) = tr(Dabs,f) =
i

2π
∫
Γ̃ ϵ

2

Ξ(λ)
d

dλ
(λ2f(λ))dλ,

where the contour Γ̃ ϵ
2
is the clockwise-oriented boundary of a sector that includes the imaginary

axis.

We would like to mention here that expressions formally similar to the relative trace-formula
have appeared in the context of the multi-channel scattering theory and were introduced by
Buslaev and Merkur’ev ([10], see also [49]) to prove Birman-Krein-type formulae. In this
context the test function f is still required to decay sufficiently fast.

An interesting application of the relative trace is that it allows one to define a relative zeta
function, namely

ζD(s) = tr (Dfs) , fs(λ) =
1

λ2s+2

for Re(s) < 0. As a consequence of Theorem 1.3 this relative zeta function then satisfies

ζD(s) =
2s

π
sin(πs)∫

∞

0
λ−2s−1Ξ(iλ)dλ.

This formula allows for a meromorphic continuation of ζD with poles of order at most one and
residues related to the Taylor coefficients of Ξ(iλ) at zero. These coefficients are interesting
in their own right and will be investigated elsewhere. In the special case when f(λ) = 1

λ this
gives the expression

1

4
tr (CE +CH) =

1

2π
∫

∞

0
Ξ(iλ)dλ

for the Casimir energy.
Under our more general assumptions on f the operators

Brel,f = f((−∆rel)
1
2 )curl curl − f((−∆free)

1
2 )curl curl, (2)

Babs,f = f((−∆abs)
1
2 )curl curl − f((−∆free)

1
2 )curl curl, (3)

are not trace-class. One has however the following theorem about the smoothness and inte-
grability properties of their integral kernels.

Theorem 1.4. Let Bf be either Brel,f , defined by (2), or Brel,f , defined by (3). Then Bf has
an integral kernel κ ∈ C∞(X×X,Mat(3,C)), which is smooth away from the boundary. If Ω0 ⊂

X has positive distance to the boundary ∂Ω and pΩ0 the orthogonal projection L2(R3,C3) →

L2(Ω0,C3), then pΩ0BfpΩ0 extends to a trace-class operator with trace equal to the convergent
integral

∫
Ω0

tr (κ(x,x))dx.

If f(z) = O(∣z∣a) for ∣z∣ < 1 we have for large ∣x∣ the estimate

∥κ(x,x)∥ ≤ Cf
1

∣x∣6+a
.
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1.2. Discussion. The theorems presented here are the Maxwell-analogue of the paper [27]
where a similar statement was proved for the scalar Laplacian in the case of smooth boundary.
The Maxwell system on a Lipschitz domain is different in several regards and introduces
challenges that are absent in the scalar case:

● Maxwell’s equations arise from an abelian gauge theory and the gauge freedom results
in the loss of ellipticity of the equations for the electromagnetic field. On the analysis
side this manifests itself as the equations taking place on the space of divergence-
free vector fields rather than the space of sections of the vector bundle. This can
however be fixed by considering the spectral decomposition of the Laplace operator
and then employing the Helmholtz-Hodge decomposition to project onto the subspace
of divergence-free vector fields. Projecting works well in cases with and without
boundary as long as the geometric configuration is fixed. The projector constructed
from the Helmholtz decomposition is roughly of the form −∆−1δd = −∆−1curl curl
and it involves the non-local functional calculus of the Laplace operator. It therefore
depends on the geometric configuration and also the boundary conditions imposed on
the Laplace operator. This makes it much harder to directly apply scattering theory
which requires an identification of the involved Hilbert spaces. The same problem
appears in the context of the Birman-Krein formula in electromagnetic scattering.
We have proved a variant of the Birman-Krein formula in [46] and we will follow the
same formulation here.
● Unlike the Dirichlet-Laplacian the Laplace operator on the space of vector fields with
relative boundary conditions has a non-trivial kernel in the exterior domain. This
leads to singularities of the resolvent near zero and manifests itself in the presence of
singularities of the boundary layer operators. Additional singularities of the boundary
layer operators appear if the obstacles have non-trivial topology, which we do not
exclude. To overcome this we carefully analyse the singularities of various Maxwell
boundary layer operators at zero and we show that there are various cancellations
that render a final result without singularities.
● An additional complication arises in this paper since we are considering Lipschitz
domains instead of smooth ones. This requires more sophisticated harmonic analysis
techniques. We rely here on a lot of progress in this subject that has been made
during the past several decades, in particular with the identification of the appropriate
function spaces.

As explained the spectral theory of ∆rel and ∆abs determines the Maxwell-system. Suitably
interpreted the curl-operator intertwines these two operators in the sense that curl∆abs =

∆rel curl. In the interior the relative Laplacian on a suitable closed subspace consisting of
divergence-free vector fields has the Maxwell eigenvalues as its spectrum and the eigenfunc-
tions describe modes of photons that are confined to Ω. The exterior relative Laplacian on
a suitable closed subspace of divergence-free vector fields describes the scattering of electro-
magnetic waves, or photons respectively, by the obstacles Ω. The functional calculus on ∆rel

on this subspace can be understood in terms of the operators f(∆rel)curl curl. The following
Birman-Krein formula has been proved.

1.3. Relation to the Birman-Krein formula. In case f is an even Schwartz function we
have that

(curl curl(f((−∆rel)
1
2 ) − f((−∆free)

1
2 )))
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is trace-class and its trace can be computed by the Birman-Krein-type formula

tr (curl curl(f((−∆rel)
1
2 ) − f((−∆free)

1
2 ))) =

1

2πi
∫

∞

0
λ2tr(S−1λ (Sλ)

′
)f(λ)dλ +

∞

∑
j=1

f(µj)µ
2
j ,

where Sλ is the scattering matrix for the Maxwell equation and µj are the Maxwell eigenvalues
of the interior. As a consequence of this formula

trDrel,f = −
1

2πi
∫

∞

0
log

detSλ
det(S1,λ)⋯det(SN,λ)

d

dλ
(λ2f(λ))dλ,

which is valid only under very restrictive assumptions on f . The same formula and statements
hold for absolute instead of relative boundary conditions.

In the motivating example one cannot use this formula. It would require f(λ) = 1
λ , which

does not satisfy the assumptions of the Birman-Krein formula. In fact it can be shown that
the integrand on the right hand side is not integrable in that case. One has however the
following relation between the function Ξ and the scattering matrices.

Theorem 1.5. We have

log
detSλ

det(S1,λ)⋯det(SN,λ)
= − (Ξ(λ) −Ξ(−λ))

for λ ∈ R.

This theorem reflects the relation between the spectral shift function and zeta regularised
determinants as discovered by Carron ([13], Theorem 1.3) generalising a formula by Gesztesy
and Simon ([25], Theorem 1.1).

1.4. Organisation of the paper. The paper is organised as follows. Sections 2- 6 provide
the required theoretical background for the paper and consist of essentially known material.
Section 2 sets up the basic function spaces needed for boundary layer theory on Lipschitz
domains. Section 3 summarises the spectral properties of the interior relative and absolute
Laplace operators, and Section 4 reviews the scattering theory for the relative and absolute
Laplacians on the exterior. Both are combined into one operator in Section 5. In this section
we also discuss the Birman-Krein formula in the context of our setting. Section 6 introduces
the basic Maxwell boundary layer operators and their properties.

The basic estimates and expansions for the layer potential operators needed for the proofs
are covered in Section 7. This section is presented independently of the main results as its
content is interesting in its own right. It covers various aspects of low energy expansions for
the electric and magnetic boundary layer operators and inverses. Section 8 gives formulae of
the resolvent differences in terms of layer potential operators and thereby provides estimates
for these differences. Such formulae are sometimes referred to as Krein-type resolvent formulae
and this section provides a Maxwell analogue of these. Sections 9 and 10 take on the main
subject of this paper, namely function Ξ, the relative resolvent, and its trace. Section 11
finally contains the proofs of the main theorems.

2. Function spaces on Lipschitz domains

Since Ω is a Lipschitz domain we have, by Rademacher’s theorem, an almost everywhere
defined exterior unit vector field ν ∈ L∞(∂Ω,R3). We will use the following spaces that now
are standard in Maxwell theory:

● H(curl,M) = {f ∈ L2(M,C3) ∣ curlf ∈ L2(M,C3)}.
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● H(div,M) = {f ∈ L2(M,C3) ∣ divf ∈ L2(M)}.
● L2

tan(∂Ω) = {f ∈ L
2(∂Ω,C3) ∣ ν ⋅ f = 0 a.e. on ∂Ω}.

● H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω), H−

1
2 (Curl, ∂Ω).

● H−
1
2 (Div0, ∂Ω), H−

1
2 (Curl0, ∂Ω).

These spaces were introduced in [8] and provide a convenient framework for dealing with
Maxwell’s equations on Lipschitz domains. We refer to the Appendix of [34] for an extensive
discussion and we only summarise the basic properties.

In case ∂Ω is smooth we have

H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω) = {f ∈H−

1
2 (∂Ω;T∂Ω) ∣ Divf ∈H−

1
2 (∂Ω)},

H−
1
2 (Curl, ∂Ω) = {f ∈H−

1
2 (∂Ω;T∂Ω) ∣ Curlf ∈H−

1
2 (∂Ω)},

H−
1
2 (Div0, ∂Ω) = {f ∈H−

1
2 (∂Ω;T∂Ω) ∣ Divf = 0},

H−
1
2 (Curl0, ∂Ω) = {f ∈H−

1
2 (∂Ω;T∂Ω) ∣ Curlf = 0},

where Div is the surface divergence on ∂Ω, and Curl is the surface curl. On a general Lipschitz
domain this can be defined via Lipschitz coordinate charts, thus locally reducing it to the
smooth case. Note that the spaces Hs

loc(R
d) are invariant under bi-Lipschitz maps if ∣s∣ ≤ 1.

We refer to [34] for a detailed discussion of the definition via coordinate charts. We also have
the corresponding spaces for the interior domains. Namely we have that

H(curl,Ω) = {f ∈ L2
(Ω,C3

) ∣ curlf ∈ L2
(Ω,C3

)},

H(div,Ω) = {f ∈ L2
(Ω,C3

) ∣ divf ∈ L2
(Ω)}.

On H(curl,M) there are two distinguished and well-defined continuous trace maps

γT,− ∶H(curl,M)→H−
1
2 (Curl, ∂Ω),

γt,− ∶H(curl,M)→H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω),

which continuously extend the maps f ↦ (ν×f ∣∂Ω)×ν and f ↦ (ν×f ∣∂Ω) respectively, defined
on C0(M,C3). Note that for x ∈ ∂Ω such that νx is defined the map v ↦ (νx × v) × νx is the
orthogonal projection onto the tangent space of ∂Ω at x. Similarly we have the map

γν,− ∶H(div,M)→H−
1
2 (∂Ω),

continuously extending the normal restriction map f ↦ ν ⋅f ∣∂Ω. On the interior domain Ω we
have the analogous maps

γT,+ ∶H(curl,Ω)→H−
1
2 (Curl, ∂Ω),

γt,+ ∶H(curl,Ω)→H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω),

γν,+ ∶H(div,Ω)→H−
1
2 (∂Ω),

There is a well defined dual pairing between H−
1
2 (Curl, ∂Ω) and H−

1
2 (Div, ∂Ω) that extends

the L2-inner product on H
1
2 (∂Ω) ∩ L2

tan(∂Ω). We will denote this pairing by ⟨⋅, ⋅⟩L2(∂Ω),
irrespective of the Sobolev order and mildly abusing notation. The map ϕ↦ ν ×ϕ extends to

a continuous isomorphism from H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω) to H−

1
2 (Curl, ∂Ω) and vice versa. Moreover,

the L2-pairing induces an antilinear isomorphism between H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω) and H−

1
2 (Curl, ∂Ω)

(see for example [34, Lemma 5.61] for both statements). In other words, the antisymmetric
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bilinear form ⟨⋅, ν×⋅⟩ onH−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω) is non-degenerate. Note here that since ν ∈ L∞(∂Ω,R3)

it is not immediately obvious that is defined as a map between Sobolev spaces.
We recall Stokes theorem for ϕ,E ∈H(curl,Ω):

⟨γt,+E,γT,+ϕ⟩L2(∂Ω) = ⟨curlE,ϕ⟩L2(Ω) − ⟨E, curlϕ⟩L2(Ω), (4)

⟨curl curlE,ϕ⟩L2(Ω) − ⟨E, curl curlϕ⟩L2(Ω) (5)

= ⟨γt,+curlE,γT,+ϕ⟩L2(∂Ω) + ⟨γt,+E,γT,+curlϕ⟩L2(∂Ω).

As before we are slightly abusing notation and write ⟨⋅, ⋅⟩L2(Ω) for pairings extending the L2-
inner product. We also define H0(curl,M) as the kernel of γt,− and H0(div,M) as the kernel
of γν,−. These spaces play a similar role as the Sobolev space of functions H1

0(M), which

can also be characterised as the kernel of the trace map γ ∶ H1(M) → H
1
2 (∂M). The spaces

H0(curl,Ω) and H0(div,Ω), as well as H
1
0(Ω) are defined analogously.

If there is no danger of confusion we will omit the ± and simply write γt and γν respectively.
We also have surface divergence Div and surface curl Curl. They satisfy

Div ○ γt,+ = −γν,+ ○ curl. (6)

3. Laplace operators on the interior domain

3.1. The relative Laplacian. The operator

curlmin = curl∣H0(curl,Ω) ∶H0(curl,Ω)→ L2
(Ω,C3

)

is a closed densely defined operator. It coincides with the closure of the operator curl on the
space of compactly supported smooth vector fields on Ω ([34, Theorem 5.25]) and therefore
equals the minimal closed extension of curl.

Its adjoint is the maximal extension, i.e. the closed operator

curlmax ∶H(curl,Ω)→ L2
(Ω,C3

).

For any closed densely defined operator A the operator A∗A is automatically self-adjoint. If
in addition rg(A) ⊂ ker(A), then A∗A + AA∗ is self-adjoint if it is densely defined (see for
example [46, Section 2]). It follows that curlmax curlmin with domain

{f ∈H0(curl,Ω) ∣ curlf ∈H(curl,Ω)}

is a non-negative self-adjoint operator. Similarly, divmax ∶ H(div,Ω) → L2(Ω) is a closed
operator with adjoint −gradmin ∶H

1
0(Ω)→ L2(Ω). Therefore, the operator −gradmin divmax is

a non-negative self-adjoint operator with domain

{f ∈H(div,Ω) ∣ divf ∈H0(Ω)}.

Their sum ∆Ω,rel = curlmaxcurlmin − gradmin divmax is again self-adjoint and then has domain

{f ∈H(div,Ω) ∩H0(curl,Ω) ∣ divf ∈H0(Ω), curlf ∈H(curl,Ω)},

and on this domain −∆Ω,rel is given by curl curl− grad div. The implied boundary conditions
of this operator are the so-called relative boundary conditions

γt,+(f) = 0, divf ∣∂Ω = 0.

In the case of smooth boundary the form-domain of the interior relative Laplace operator
is contained in H1(Ω,C3). In the more general Lipschitz case this is no longer true, but it is

known that the form domain is contained in H
1
2 (Ω,C3) (see [17, Theorem 2] and also [37]).
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This is compactly embedded in L2(Ω,C3) and therefore the interior relative Laplace operator
has purely discrete spectrum. We have the classical Hodge-Helmholtz decomposition

L2
(Ω) =H1

(Ω)⊕ rg(gradmin)⊕ rg(curlmax)

into an orthogonal direct sum. Here H1(Ω) = ker(∆Ω,rel) is the finite dimensional space of
harmonic vector fields satisfying the relative boundary conditions. We will see in Section 3.3
that in fact the assumption that M is connected implies that H1(Ω) = {0}.

We now describe the spectrum of the relative Laplace operator. On Ω we can choose an
orthonormal basis (vj) of Dirichlet eigenfunctions vj in the domain of the Dirichlet Laplacian
with eigenvalues λ2j , i.e.

−∆vj = λ
2
D,jvj , λD,j > 0, vj ∈ {v ∈H

1
0(Ω,C

3
) ∣ ∇v ∈H(div,Ω)},

We have λj → ∞ and we arrange the eigenfunctions such that λj ↗ ∞. Then 1
λj
∇vj form

an orthonormal basis of eigenfunctions in rg(gradmin) of −∆Ω with eigenvalues λ2j . One has
the usual Weyl-law for Lipschitz domains which can easily be inferred from the Weyl law for
smooth domains using domain monotonicity and an approximation by smooth domains

λD,k ∼ (
6π2

Vol(Ω)
)

1
3

k
1
3 , k →∞.

The space rg(curlmax) on the other hand is the closure of the subspace spanned by ϕj , where
(ϕj) is an orthonormal basis in ker(divmax) ⊂ L

2(Ω,C3) satisfying the eigenvalue equation

−∆Ω,relϕj = µ
2
jϕj , divϕj = 0,

with boundary condition γt(ϕj) = 0. Therefore zero is not an eigenvalue. The numbers µj > 0
are the Maxwell eigenvalues and we again assume these are arranged such that µj ↗∞. The
Maxwell eigenvalues are known to satisfy a Weyl law (see [4] for Lipschitz domains, but also
[22] and references for a general statement in arbitrary dimension)

µk ∼ (
3π2

Vol(Ω)
)

1
3

k
1
3 , k →∞.

The family (ϕj)µj>0 then forms an orthonormal basis in rg(curlmax) consisting of eigenfunc-

tions of −∆Ω,rel with non-zero eigenvalues µ2j . Summarising there is an orthonormal basis of
eigenfunctions ∆Ω,rel of the form

{
1

λj
grad vj ∣ j ∈ N} ∪ {ϕj ∣µj > 0},

where vj are the Dirichlet eigenfunctions and ϕj the Maxwell eigenfunctions with Maxwell
eigenvalues µj .

3.2. The absolute Laplacian. It will also be convenient to consider another operator
∆Ω,abs, which is defined by

−∆Ω,abs = curlmin curlmax − gradmax divmin,

with domain

{f ∈H0(div,Ω) ∩H(curl,Ω) ∣ divf ∈H
1
(Ω), curlf ∈H0(curl,Ω)}.
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Again, it is known that the form-domain is contained in H
1
2 (Ω,C3) ([17, Theorem 2]) and

the domain is therefore compactly embedded into L2(Ω,C3). In the same way as for the
relative Laplacian there is an explicit description of the spectrum which we now give. Let
(uj) be an orthonormal basis consisting of eigenfunctions of the Neumann Laplacian with
eigenvalues λN,j . Hence,

−∆uj = λ
2
N,juj , ∂νuj ∣∂Ω = 0, uj ∈ {u ∈H

1
(Ω) ∣ ∇u ∈H1

0(div,Ω)}.

Then the functions 1
λN,j
∇uj form an orthonormal set consisting of eigenfunctions of ∆Ω,abs.

We can construct another orthogonal set (ψj) from the Maxwell eigenfunctions ϕj of the
relative Laplace operator by defining

ψj =
1

µj
curlϕj .

Since the spectrum is discrete standard Hodge theory applies for the absolute Laplacian and
we obtain an orthogonal decomposition

L2
(Ω,C3

) =H
1
abs(Ω)⊕ span{

1

λN,j
graduj}⊕ span{ψj},

where H1
abs(Ω) = ker∆Ω,abs. Unlike in the case of the relative Laplace operator this space is

in general nontrivial. We will in the following choose an orthonormal basis (ψ0,k)k, where 1 ≤

k ≤ dim(H1
abs(Ω)). Therefore an orthonormal basis in L2(Ω,C3) consisting of eigenfunctions

of the absolute Laplacian is

{ψ0,k ∣ 1 ≤ k ≤ dim(H
1
abs(Ω))} ∪ {

1

λN,j
∇uj ∣ j ∈ N} ∪ {ψj ∣ j ∈ N}.

3.3. Relation to singular and de Rham cohomology groups. Since Ω is an oriented
smooth manifold we have, by de Rham’s theorem, a natural isomorphism identifyingHp

dR(Ω,C)
with Hp

sing(Ω,C) = H
p
sing(Ω,Z) ⊗Z C. Hodge theory is also applicable for Lipschitz domains

in the sense that the natural map from ker∆Ω,abs to the first de Rham cohomology group

H1
dR(Ω,C) is an isomorphism. This can for example be inferred from the statement of [41, Th.

11.1 and Th. 11.2] together with the universal coefficient theorem and de Rham’s theorem.
This theorem also applies to the absolute Laplacian on 2-forms as defined in [41]. Since this
operator is obtained by conjugation of the relative Laplacian on one forms with the Hodge
star-operator ∗, we therefore have that ∗ker∆Ω,rel is isomorphic to H2

dR(Ω,C). Because the
inner product is non-degenerate on these spaces, we have the following non-degenerate dual
pairing

ker∆Ω,rel × (∗ker∆Ω,rel)→ C, (f1, f2)↦ ∫
Ω
f1 ∧ f2.

We also have, as a consequence of Poincaré duality, the non-degenerate dual pairing

H1
c,dR(Ω,C) ×H

2
dR(Ω,C)→ C, (f1, f2)↦ ∫

Ω
f1 ∧ f2.

This establishes an isomorphism ker∆Ω,rel → H1
c,dR(Ω,C), which relates the harmonic forms

to the de Rham cohomology groups with compact support. Since elements in ker∆Ω,rel are
not compactly supported this map is defined indirectly by duality.

Our assumptions imply that in fact H1
c,dR(Ω,C) is trivial and therefore ker∆Ω,rel = {0}.

This reflects the observation that a domain with connected exterior cannot have homologically
non-trivial 2-cycles (inclusions).
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Lemma 3.1. Let U be an open C0-domain with compact closure in Rd with d ≥ 2 such that
Rd ∖U is connected. Then H1

c,dR(U) = {0}.

Proof. Let α be a smooth closed one-form with compact support in U . By the Poincaré
lemma there is a smooth function f ∶ Rd → R with α = df . Since f is locally constant in the
complement of the support of α it must be constant in Rd ∖U , as this set was assumed to be
connected. By continuity f is constant in Rd ∖U and, since locally constant, it is constant in
a neighborhood of Rd∖U . It follows that f −c is compactly supported in U . Since α = d(f −c)
the class α vanishes H1

c,dR(U) and therefore H1
c,dR(U) = {0}.

□

4. Laplace operators on the exterior domain

As in the interior case the operator

curlmin = curl∣H0(curl,M) ∶H0(curl,M)→ L2
(M,C3

)

is a closed densely defined operator with adjoint

curlmax ∶H(curl,M)→ L2
(M,C3

).

It follows that curlmax curlmin with domain

{f ∈H0(curl,M) ∣ curlf ∈H(curl,M)}

is a non-negative self-adjoint operator. Similarly, divmax ∶ H(div,M) → L2(M) is a closed
operator with adjoint −gradmin ∶ H

1
0(M) → L2(M). Therefore, the operator −gradmin divmax

is a non-negative self-adjoint operator with domain

{f ∈H(div,M) ∣ divf ∈H0(M)}.

Their sum −∆M,rel = curlmax curlmin − gradmin divmax then has domain

{f ∈H(div,M) ∩H0(curl,M) ∣ divf ∈H0(M), curlf ∈H(curl,M)}.

The implied boundary conditions are the exterior relative boundary conditions

γt,−(f) = 0, divf ∣∂Ω = 0.

The spectrum of the operator ∆M,rel consists of a finite multiplicity eigenvalue at zero and
a purely absolutely continuous part. This is the consequence of the finite-type meromorphic
continuation of the resolvent and Rellich’s theorem. We have described this in detail in [47] for
smooth domains, but this part of the paper carries over to Lipschitz domains without change
(see [46] for a discussion of this point). The absolutely continuous part of the spectrum can be
described well by stationary scattering theory. For each Φ ∈ C∞(S2,C3) and λ > 0 there exists
a unique generalised eigenfunction Eλ(Φ) ∈ C

∞(M,C3) satisfying the boundary conditions of
∆M,rel near ∂Ω such that

(−∆ − λ2)Eλ(Φ) = 0, (7)

Eλ(Φ) =
e−iλr

r
Φ −

eiλr

r
Ψλ(Φ) +O (

1

r2
) , for r →∞, (8)

uniformly in the angular variables on the sphere for some Ψλ(Φ) ∈ C
∞(S2,C3). The expan-

sion (8) may be differentiated (c.f. Prop. 2.6 and Appendix E in [47] for a justification).
Here, satisfying the boundary conditions near ∂Ω means that χEλ(Φ) ∈ dom(∆M) for any
compactly supported smooth χ on M such that χ = 1 near ∂Ω.
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The above implicitly defines the scattering matrix as a map S̃λ ∶ C
∞(S2,C3)→ C∞(S2,C3)

by Ψλ(Φ) = τ S̃λΦ where τ ∶ C∞(S2;C3)→ C∞(S2;C3) is the pull-back of the antipodal map.

It extends continuously as S̃λ ∶ L
2(S2,C3) → L2(S2,C3). The map Ãλ = S̃λ − id is called the

scattering amplitude. We have the equations

curl curlEλ(Φ) = λ
2Eλ(r ×Φ × r), divEλ(Φ) = −iλE

0
λ(r ⋅Φ),

where r is the radius vector, i.e. the outward pointing unit vector on the sphere. Here E0
λ(r⋅Φ)

is the generalised eigenfunction for the exterior Dirichlet problem on scalar-valued functions
defined in an analogous way, c.f. Proposition 4.7 in [46]. In particular this means that in case
Φ is purely tangential, r ⋅Φ = 0, the generalised eigenfunction is a solution of the stationary
Maxwell equation

curl curlEλ(Φ) = λ
2Eλ(Φ),

divEλ(Φ) = 0,

that satisfies the boundary conditions near ∂Ω. These equations also imply that the scattering
matrix is of the form

S̃λ = (
SD
λ 0
0 Sλ

) ,

if L2(S2,C3) is decomposed into L2(S2)r ⊕ L2
tan(S2,C3). Here L2

tan(S2,C3) is the space of
tangential square integrable vector fields on the sphere. The operator SD

λ is the scattering
operator for scalar valued functions with Dirichlet conditions imposed on ∂Ω, and Sλ is the
Maxwell scattering operator, describing the scattering of electromagnetic waves. Note that
we have the weak Hodge-Helmholz decomposition

L2
(M) =H1

rel(M)⊕ rg(gradmin)⊕ rg(curlmax), (9)

which holds very generally in the abstract context of Hilbert complexes ([7]). The first
summand is the discrete spectral subspace, and the splitting of its orthogonal complement
into the last two subspaces corresponds to the above decomposition of the scattering matrix.

4.1. The exterior absolute Laplacian. In the same way as for the interior problem there
is also an exterior absolute Laplacian ∆M,abs defined by

−∆M,abs = curlmincurlmax − gradmax divmin.

The spectrum of ∆M,abs consists of a finite multiplicity eigenvalue at zero and an absolutely
continuous part. The absolutely continuous part is described by generalised eigenfunctions
Eabs,λ(Φ) which are related to the generalised eigenfunctions Eλ(Φ) of the relative Laplacian
by

Eabs,λ(r ×Φ) = −
i

λ
curlEλ(Φ). (10)

One checks easily that

(−∆M,rel − λ
2
)
−1curl = curl(−∆M,abs − λ

2
)
−1

on the dense set of compactly supported smooth functions, and, appropriately interpreted,
extends by continuity to a larger space. This will allow us to reduce to statements about
the absolute Laplace operator to statements about the relative Laplace operator. For the
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purposes of this paper it will therefore not be necessary to introduce separate notations for
the spectral decomposition. For example the scattering matrix

S̃abs,λ = (
SN
λ 0
0 Sabs,λ

) ,

for the absolute Laplacian is defined by the expansion of Eabs,λ(Φ). Here S
N
λ is the scattering

matrix for the Neumann Laplace operator on M acting on functions. We then have the
equation

Sabs,λ(g) = r × Sλ(g × r) (11)

for g ∈ L2
tan(S2,C3). This follows by applying curl to the expansion (8), the uniqueness of the

generalised eigenfunctions, and Equ. (10).

5. The combined relative operators and the Birman-Krein formula

In the following it will be convenient to combine the operators ∆M,rel and ∆Ω,rel into a single

operator acting on the Hilbert space L2(R3,C3). We have L2(R3,C3) = L2(M,C3)⊕L2(Ω,C3)

and we define the operator ∆rel ∶= ∆M,rel ⊕∆Ω,rel. In contrast to this we also have the free

Laplace operator ∆free with domain H2(R3,C3). Following the paper [27] on the relative trace
we also define the operator ∆j,rel for each boundary component Ωj . This will correspond to
the operator ∆rel when all the other boundary components are absent, i.e. when Ω = Ωj . As
in [27] we would like to consider an analogue of the relative trace for the Laplace operator
acting on divergence free vector fields. In this section we assume that f ∈ S(R) is an even
Schwartz function, but later on we will focus on another function class. We would like to
compute the relative trace

tr
⎛

⎝
curl curl

⎛

⎝
f((−∆rel)

1
2 ) − f((−∆free)

1
2 ) −
⎛

⎝

N

∑
j=1

f((−∆j,rel)
1
2 ) − f((−∆free)

1
2 )
⎞

⎠

⎞

⎠

⎞

⎠

= tr
⎛

⎝
curl curl

⎛

⎝
f((−∆rel)

1
2 ) −

N

∑
j=1

f((−∆j,rel)
1
2 ) + (N − 1)f((−∆free)

1
2 )
⎞

⎠

⎞

⎠
,

which is the trace of the operator

Drel,f = curl curl
⎛

⎝
f((−∆rel)

1
2 ) − f((−∆free)

1
2 ) −
⎛

⎝

N

∑
j=1

f((−∆j,rel)
1
2 ) − f((−∆free)

1
2 )
⎞

⎠

⎞

⎠
.

We have the following Birman-Krein-type formula, proved recently in [46] and its simple
consequence for the relative trace.

Theorem 5.1 (Theorem 1.5 in [46]). Let f ∈ C∞0 (R) be an even function. Then the operator

curl curl (f((−∆rel)
1
2 ) − f((−∆free)

1
2 ))

extends to a trace-class operator on L2(R3,C3) and its trace equals

tr (curl curl(f((−∆rel)
1
2 ) − f((−∆free)

1
2 ))) =

1

2πi
∫

∞

0
λ2tr(S−1λ (Sλ)

′
)f(λ)dλ +

∞

∑
j=1

f(µj)µ
2
j .
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Moreover,

tr (Df) = −∫

∞

0
ξD(λ)(f(λ)λ

2
)
′dλ,

where

ξD(λ) =
1

2πi
log

detSλ
det(S1,λ)⋯det(SN,λ)

.

A similar statement holds for the absolute Laplacian. Using Equ. (11) and

curl f((−∆rel)
1
2 ) = f((−∆abs)

1
2 )curl

one obtains

tr (curl (f((−∆rel)
1
2 ) − f((−∆free)

1
2 ))curl) = tr (curl curl(f((−∆abs)

1
2 ) − f((−∆free)

1
2 )))

= tr (curl curl(f((−∆rel)
1
2 ) − f((−∆free)

1
2 )))

=
1

2πi
∫

∞

0
λ2tr(S−1λ (Sλ)

′
)f(λ)dλ +

∞

∑
j=1

f(µj)µ
2
j .

The Birman-Krein formula can be proved for a slightly larger function class than the space
of even Schwartz functions, but non-decaying functions are not admissible. The rest of the
paper is devoted to dealing with exactly the trace-class properties of Df when f is in a
different function class that contains possibly growing functions.

6. Maxwell boundary layer operators

Maxwell boundary layer theory for Lipschitz domains is a well developed subject in math-
ematics and in this section we summarise the material that we are going to need. The
distributional kernel of the resolvent of the operator (−∆free − λ

2)−1 is called the Green’s
function and in dimension three given explicitly by

Gλ,free(x, y) =
1

4π

eiλ∣x−y∣

∣x − y∣
. (12)

Note that this kernel is holomorphic at zero. As usual we define the single layer potential

operator S̃λ ∶H
− 1

2 (∂Ω)→H1
loc(R

3) by

S̃λ = (−∆free − λ
2
)
−1γ∗.

This is defined for any λ ∈ C and a holomorphic family of operators. The single layer operator
is defined by taking the trace Sλ = γ+S̃λ = γ+(−∆free − λ

2)−1γ∗. The interior trace γ+ and the

exterior trace γ− coincide on the range of S̃λ and therefore we could also have used γ− to define

this operator. The operator Sλ is a holomorphic family of maps H−
1
2 (∂Ω) → H

1
2 (∂Ω). Both

operators S̃λ and Sλ act component-wise onH−
1
2 (∂Ω,C3) and define maps toH1

loc(R
3,C3) and

H−
1
2 (∂Ω,C3) respectively. We will this distinguish notationally from the map on functions.
We will also need the double layer operator Kλ and its transpose (complex conjugate-

adjoint) Kt
λ. The latter is given by

K
t
λu =

1

2
(γ+∇νSλu + γ−∇νSλu) ,
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and defines a continuous map Kt
λ ∶ H

− 1
2 (∂Ω) → H−

1
2 (∂Ω). Its transpose Kλ therefore defines

a continuous map Kλ ∶H
1
2 (∂Ω)→H

1
2 (∂Ω). The following jump-relations are characteristic

γ+Sλu = γ−Sλu, γ±∇νSλu = (∓
1

2
+K

t
λ)u.

We have the following representation formulae for divergence-free solutions ϕ ∈H(curl,M)⊕
H(curl,Ω) of the vector-valued Helmholtz equation

(−∆ − λ2)ϕ = 0,

divϕ = 0,

by single layer potential operators

ϕ∣M = −curl S̃λ(γt,−ϕ) +∇S̃λ(γν,−ϕ) − S̃λ(γt,−curlϕ) (13)

and likewise

ϕ∣Ω = −curl S̃λ(γt,+ϕ) +∇S̃λ(γν,+ϕ) − S̃λ(γt,+curlϕ), (14)

c.f Corollary 3.3 in [38]
In Maxwell theory one defines additional layer potential operators as follows. Let L be the

distribution defined by

Lλ(x, y) = curlxcurlxGλ,free(x, y).

This is the kernel of the operator (−∆free−λ
2)−1curl curl = curl curl(−∆free−λ

2)−1. It is again
holomorphic at λ = 0 as a kernel. The corresponding operator Lλ is related to the operator

(λ2 + grad div)(−∆free − λ
2
)
−1,

whose distributional integral kernel equals the so-called dyadic Green’s function

Kλ(x, y) = (λ
2
+ gradx divx)

1

4π

eiλ∣x−y∣

∣x − y∣
,

which is more commonly used in computational electrodynamics. However, we also have the
following inequality

Lλ(x, y) −Kλ(x, y) = δ(x − y),

hence the kernels agree outside the diagonal. We define now the Maxwell single layer potential

operator for u ∈H
1
2 (∂Ω,C3) ∩L2

tan(∂Ω) as

u↦ L̃λu, (L̃λu)(x) = ∫
∂Ω
Lλ(x, y)u(y)dy = ∫

∂Ω
Kλ(x, y)u(y)dy.

Therefore this can also be written as L̃λu = curl curl S̃λu. Similarly one defines the Maxwell
magnetic layer potential operator M̃λ as M̃λu = curl S̃λu. For all λ ∈ C these maps extends
continuously to maps as follows

L̃λ ∶H
− 1

2 (Div, ∂Ω)→Hloc(curl,M)⊕Hloc(curl,Ω),

M̃λ ∶H
− 1

2 (Div, ∂Ω)→Hloc(curl,M)⊕Hloc(curl,Ω).

It will be convenient to distinguish notationally between the exterior part M̃−,λ and the

interior part M̃+,λ of M̃λ. The boundedness of these maps is established in [34] for Imλ ≥
0, λ /= 0 but these maps extend to holomorphic families on the entire complex plane as we will
see later.
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The Maxwell single layer operator Lλ is then defined for all λ ∈ C as a map

Lλ ∶H
− 1

2 (Div, ∂Ω)→H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω), u↦ γtL̃λ

and is a holomorphic family of bounded operators on H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω) in λ. With respect to

the above splitting we then have

M̃λ = M̃−,λ ⊕ M̃+,λ.

One defines the magnetic dipole operatorMλ for all λ ∈ C by

Mλ ∶H
− 1

2 (Div, ∂Ω)→H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω), Mλ =

1

2
(γtM̃−,λ + γtM̃+,λ) .

By [34, Theorem 5.52] this is a family of bounded operators on the space H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω) when

Im(λ) > 0. If u = M̃λa = curl S̃λa then we have the jump conditions

γt,±u = ∓
1

2
a +Mλa γt,±curlu = Lλa. (15)

Moreover, the operator L̃λa can be written as

L̃λa = ∇S̃λDiva + λ2S̃λa a ∈H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω). (16)

We refer to [34, Theorem 5.4] for both statements.
If Im(λ) ≥ 0 is non-zero then there exists a unique solution of the exterior boundary value

problem for every A ∈ H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω), which satisfies the Silver-Müller radiation condition

[34, Theorem 5.64]. For the interior problem there exists a similar statement. If λ ∈ C ∖ {0}
is not a Maxwell eigenvalue then there exists a unique solution of the interior boundary value

problem for every A ∈ H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω). In both cases, if λ /= 0 the solution can be written as

boundary layer potential of the form

E(x) = (L̃λa)(x) = curl
2
⟨a,Gλ(x, ⋅)⟩∂Ω, H(x) =

i curlE

−λ
x ∉ ∂Ω (17)

with the density a ∈H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω), which satisfies Lλa = A, c.f again Theorem 5.60 in [34].

The space of boundary data (γt(E), γt(H)) of solutions of Maxwell’s equations is described

by the Calderon projector. To describe this we first observe that given a, b ∈ H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω)

we obtain for any non-zero λ a solution of the interior Maxwell’s equation E,H ∈ H(curl,Ω)
by

E = −M̃λa +
1

iλ
L̃λb, H = −M̃λb −

1

iλ
L̃λa,

and therefore, using (15), the boundary data (γt(E), γt(H)) is obtained as

(
γt(E)
γt(H)

) = (
1
2 −Mλ

1
iλLλ

− 1
iλLλ

1
2 −Mλ

)(
a
b
) .

By the Stratton-Chu representation formula, [34, Theorem 5.49], we have that in case (E,H)
solves Maxwell’s equations then E and H can be recovered from the boundary data as

E = −M̃λ(γtE) +
1

iλ
L̃λ(γtH), H = −M̃λ(γtH) −

1

iλ
L̃λ(γtE).

Hence, the operator

P+ = (
1
2 −Mλ

1
iλLλ

− 1
iλLλ

1
2 −Mλ

)
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acting on H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω) ⊕ H−

1
2 (Div, ∂Ω) is a projection onto the space of boundary data

of solutions of Maxwell’s equation in H(curl,Ω) ⊕ H(curl,Ω). This map is called the in-
terior Calderon projector. In the same way the exterior Calderon projector P− acting on

H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω)⊕H−

1
2 (Div, ∂Ω) is given by

P− = (
1
2 +Mλ − 1

iλLλ
1
iλLλ

1
2 +Mλ

) .

It projects onto the space of boundary data of solutions of Maxwell’s equation in H(curl,Ω)⊕
H(curl,Ω) when Im(λ) > 0 and more generally solutions satisfying a radiation condition for
non-zero real λ. As usual one has P+ + P− = id.

We now define the voltage-to-current mappings Λ±λ ∶H
− 1

2 (Div, ∂Ω)→H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω) by

Λ±λ ∶ γt(E)→ γt(H) (18)

where (E,H) are solutions to the interior and exterior boundary value problem for the
Maxwell system (1.1), respectively, whenever these solutions are unique. The graphs of Λ±λ
in H−

1
2 (Div, ∂Ω)⊕H−

1
2 (Div, ∂Ω) are therefore by definition the ranges of the Calderon pro-

jectors P±. The voltage to current maps are henceforth the Maxwell analogues of the interior
and exterior Helmholtz Dirichlet to Neumann maps.

The mapping Λ+λ is well defined for any λ ∈ C which is not a Maxwell eigenvalue or zero.
The mapping Λ−λ is well defined for all non-zero λ in the closed upper half space. In this

case these are bounded operators on H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω). We will see later that these operators

extend meromorphically to the complex plane. In anticipation of this we will not explicitly
state the domains when dealing with algebraic identities. As a consequence of the symmetry
(E,H)↦ (H,−E) of the Maxwell system and the above relations one obtains the formulae

(Λ±λ)
2
= − id and Lλ = iλΛ

±
λ (∓

1

2
+Mλ) = −iλ(±

1

2
+Mλ)Λ

±
λ, (19)

and as a consequence

−iλ−1Lλ(Λ
+
λ −Λ

−
λ) = id and L

2
λ = −λ

2
(−

1

2
+Mλ)(

1

2
+Mλ) . (20)

These are also manifestations of the Calderon projector being a projection mapping, i.e.
P 2
± = P±. We refer to [38, Lemma 5.10] for these and more statements in the L2-setting.

Notice that we are using the opposite sign convention for S̃λ than in [38].
For later reference and completeness we also state the following identities.

Lemma 6.1. For A ∈H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω) and f ∈H

1
2 (∂Ω) we have

div S̃λA = S̃λDivA, (21)

curl S̃λνf = −S̃λ(ν ×∇f), (22)

DivMλA = −λ
2ν ⋅ SλA −K

t
λ(DivA), (23)

(ν ×∇)Kλf = λ
2ν × Sλ(νf) +Mλ(ν ×∇f), (24)

(ν ×∇)K0f =M0(ν ×∇f). (25)

These identities were for example proved in [38] (Lemmata 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, and 5.11) in slightly
different function spaces containing the image of C∞0 (R3,C3) under the tangential restriction
map γt. Since C

∞
0 (R3,C3) is a dense subspace in H(curl,R3) the space γtC

∞
0 (R3,C3) is dense
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in H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω). Hence, these equations extend by continuity to the claimed larger space

if we use the continuous mapping properties of the potential layer operators. We note here

that the gradient ∇ defines a continuous map H
1
2 (∂Ω) → H−

1
2 (Curl, ∂Ω) and the map ν ×∇

is continuous from H
1
2 (∂Ω)→H−

1
2 (Div, ∂Ω).

Lemma 6.2. The map Sλ satisfies S∗λ = Sλ, where the adjoint is taken with respect to the L2-

induced dual pairing between H
1
2 (∂Ω) and H−

1
2 (∂Ω). In other words it is its own transpose,

Stλ = Sλ. We also have (Lλ(ν×))
t = Lλ(ν×), i.e. Lλ is symmetric with respect to the bilinear

form induced by ⟨⋅, ν × ⋅⟩.

Proof. The symmetry of the operator Sλ with respect to the real inner product are classical
and follow from the symmetry properties of the integral kernel. See for example Theorem
5.44 in [34]. The statement about Ltλ is Lemma 5.6.1 in [34]. □

The following Lemma is implicit in [34].

Lemma 6.3. The operator ±1
2+Mλ is for any Im(λ) > 0 an isomorphism from H−

1
2 (Div, ∂Ω)

to H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω).

Proof. Assume that Im(λ) > 0. It was shown in [34, Theorem 5.52,(d)] that Lλ is invertible
modulo compact operators and therefore is a Fredholm operator of index zero. Moreover, by
[34, Theorem 5.59] we know that Lλ is injective and hence invertible. Since Λ±λ are invertible

it follows from (19) that ±1
2 +Mλ is. As usual the inverse is continuous by the open mapping

theorem. □

Invertibility of operators ±1
2 +Mλ on several other Lp-spaces has been shown in the works

of M. Mitrea and D. Mitrea. (for example Theorem 4.1 in [36]).

Proposition 6.4. The family ±1
2+Mλ is a holomorphic family of Fredholm operators of index

zero from H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω) to H−

1
2 (Div, ∂Ω). The derivativeM′

λ =
d
dλMλ is a continuous family

of Hilbert-Schmidt operators on H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω).

Proof. We will show that Mλ is complex differentiable as a family of bounded operators

H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω) and its derivative is compact. The first part of the theorem then follows from

(±
1

2
+Mλ) − (±

1

2
+Mi) = ∫

λ

i
M
′
µdµ

and the proposition above. We have used here that Fredholm operators are stable under
compact perturbations (see for example Lemma 8.6 in [44]). It is therefore sufficient to show
that M′

λ exists and is Hilbert-Schmidt. First choose a compactly supported smooth cut-off
function χ supported in (−2R,2R) which equal to one on [−R,R], for sufficiently large R > 0.

The integral kernel of M̃±,λ is given by curlx
eiλ∣x−y∣

4π∣x−y∣ . For x not far from ∂Ω we can replace

this by χ(∣x − y∣)curlx
eiλ∣x−y∣

4π∣x−y∣ . Consider the following Taylor expansion

χ(∣x − y∣)curlx
eiλ∣x−y∣

4π∣x − y∣
=

χ(∣x − y∣)curlx
eiµ∣x−y∣

4π∣x − y∣
+ χ(∣x − y∣)curlx

eiµ∣x−y∣

4π
(λ − µ) + χ(∣x − y∣)Tλ(x − y)(λ − µ)

2
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with remainder term Tλ. This gives rise to an operator expansion

M±,λ =M±,µ +Aλ(λ − µ) +Bλ(λ − µ)
2.

Here the operators Aλ and Bλ arise as compositions as

H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω)

γ∗T
Ð→H−1(U)

KA,KB
Ð→ H1

(Rd
)Ð→H(curl,M)

γt
Ð→H−

1
2 (Div, ∂Ω),

where KA or KB is the integral operator with kernel χ(∣x−y∣)curlx
eiµ∣x−y∣

4π or χ(∣x−y∣)Tλ(x−y)
respectively. Here U is a bounded open neighborhood of ∂Ω. It is now sufficient to show that
the operator KA,KB are bounded as Hilbert-Schmidt operators. In view of Lemma 12.3 we
would like to bound the H2(Rd × Rd)-norm of the kernels. Taking two derivatives gives in
both cases an integrable convolution kernel in L1(Rd) and the H2(Rd ×Rd)-norm is then, by
Young’s inequality, bounded by the L1-norm of this kernel. □

Definition 6.5. The spaces B±∂Ω ⊂H
− 1

2 (Div, ∂Ω) of interior/exterior boundary data of abso-
lute harmonic forms is defined as

B
+
∂Ω = {γt,+(ϕ) ∣ ϕ ∈H

1
abs(Ω)},

B
−
∂Ω = {γt,−(ϕ) ∣ ϕ ∈H

1
abs(M)}.

It is then obvious that B+∂Ω = B
+
∂Ω1
⊕ . . .⊕ B+∂ΩN

with respect to the decomposition

H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω) =H−

1
2 (Div, ∂Ω1)⊕ . . .⊕H

− 1
2 (Div, ∂ΩN).

This is not true for the space B−∂Ω. The spaces B+∂Ω are also known to be subspaces of
L2(∂Ω,C3), see [41, Th. 11.2], but this will not be needed.

The following was announced in [39] by D. Mitrea in the context of Lp-spaces, with p
sufficiently close to 2. It is a reflection of general Hodge theory for Lipschitz domains and we
restate and prove this here for our choice of function spaces.

Proposition 6.6. We have

B
±
∂Ω = ker(±

1

2
+M0) ⊂H

− 1
2 (Div0, ∂Ω). (26)

Proof. We will prove this only in case B+∂Ω since the proof for B−∂Ω, when supplemented by

Lemma 3.1, is exactly the same. Suppose that u ∈ ker(12 +M0) and define ϕ = −M̃0u. Then
ϕ is divergence-free and harmonic on M and on Ω. The jump relations (15) hold by analytic
continuation for all λ ∈ C and they show that γt,−ϕ = 0 and γt,+ϕ = u and γν,+ϕ = γν,−ϕ. We
first show that q = γν,+ϕ vanishes, thus establishing the inclusion ϕ∣Ω ∈ H

1
abs(Ω), γt,+ϕ = u.

The proof uses similar arguments as in [50] and reflects the mapping properties of the adjoint
double layer operator.

On the exterior ϕ is a harmonic vector-field satisfying relative boundary conditions. The
decay of curl 1

∣x−y∣ implies that ϕ is square integrable. This shows that curlϕ must vanish in

the exterior. From the representation (13) we obtain, using the jump relations and γt,−ϕ = 0,

ϕ∣M = ∇S̃0q.

Taking the normal trace one gets q = γν,−∇S̃0q. Taking the tangential trace one obtains from
the jump relations

γt,−∇S̃0(γν,−ϕ) = ∇∂ΩS0q = 0.
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This shows that w = S0q is locally constant (and in particular in L2(∂Ω)). Using the diver-
gence theorem on the interior of each of the components Ωj one finds that ∫∂Ωj

q = 0. This

gives ⟨S0q, q⟩L2(∂Ω) = 0 and therefore

⟨S0q,∇ν S̃0q⟩L2(∂Ω) = 0.

Since this is the boundary term in the integration by parts formula for ⟨∇S̃0q,∇S̃0q⟩ = 0 which

then implies that S̃0q is constant. Since it decays we must have S̃0q = 0 and therefore S0q = 0.
By invertibility of the single layer operator one obtains q = 0 as claimed.

We now show the inclusion in the other direction. Suppose that u = γt,+(h), where h ∈
H1

abs(Ω). This means in particular that h is divergence-free, curl-free, and γν,+h = 0. Taking
the tangential trace in representation (14) we obtain

u = (
1

2
−M0)u

and therefore (12 +M0)u = 0 as claimed.

It finally remains to show that {γt,+(ϕ) ∣ ϕ ∈ H
1
abs(Ω)} ⊂ H

− 1
2 (Div0, ∂Ω). This follows

immediately from the fact that curlϕ = 0 and Div ○ γt,+ = −γν,+ ○ curl. □

A similar but easier argument applies to other elements of the real line and gives the
following.

Proposition 6.7. If λ = R ∖ {0} then ker (12 +Mλ) = {0} in case ∣λ∣ /= µk for all k ∈ N, i.e.
∣λ∣ is not a Maxwell eigenvalue. Moreover,

ker(
1

2
+Mµk

) = {γt,+(u) ∣ u ∈ Vµk
}, (27)

where Vµk
is the eigenspace of ∆Ω,abs for the eigenvalue µ2k on the subspace of divergence-free

vector-fields.

Proof. The proof is very similar to the proof of the previous Proposition and we therefore
only give a brief sketch. As before let u ∈ ker (12 +Mµk

) and ϕ = −M̃λu. Then ϕ∣M is
a purely incoming or outgoing solution of the Helmholtz equation (see e.g. [47, Appendix
C] for details) satisfying relative boundary conditions. It therefore vanishes. By the jump
relations (15) the function ϕ∣Ω satisfies absolute boundary conditions, is divergence-free, and is
a Maxwell eigenfunction with Maxwell eigenvalue µk. Moreover, again by the jump-relation,
γt,+ϕ = u. This proves the inclusion in one direction. Conversely, assume that u = γt,+ϕ,
where ϕ is divergence-free, satisfies absolute boundary conditions, and −∆ϕ = µ2kϕ. Taking
the tangential trace in representation (14) we obtain

u = (
1

2
−Mµk

)u

and therefore (12 +Mµk
)u = 0 as claimed. □

7. Estimates and low energy expansions for the Layer potential operators

For 0 < ϵ < π
2 , define the sector Dϵ in the upper half plane by

Dϵ ∶= {z ∈ C ∣ ϵ < arg(z) < π − ϵ}.

The next proposition establishes properties of the single layer operator S̃λ and the operator
L̃λ.
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Proposition 7.1. For ϵ ∈ (0, π2 ), for all λ ∈Dϵ we have the following bounds:

(1) Let Ω0 ⊂ Rd be an open subset and assume δ = dist(Ω0, ∂Ω) > 0. Let 0 < δ
′ < δ. Assume

that φ ∈ C1
b (R

3) is bounded with bounded derivative and supported in Ω0. For each
λ ∈Dϵ the operators

φL̃λ ∶H
− 1

2 (Div, ∂Ω)→H(curl,R3
),

φS̃λ ∶H
− 1

2 (∂Ω)→H1
(R3
),

φ∇S̃λ ∶H
− 1

2 (∂Ω)→ L2
(R3
),

φM̃λ ∶H
− 1

2 (Div, ∂Ω)→H(div,R3
)

are Hilbert-Schmidt operators. There exists Cδ′,ϵ > 0 such that for all λ ∈ Dϵ we have
the following bounds on the Hilbert-Schmidt norms between these spaces

∥φL̃λ∥HS ≤ Cδ′,ϵe
−δ′ Imλ, (28)

∥φS̃λ∥HS ≤ ∣λ∣
− 1

2Cδ′,ϵe
−δ′ Imλ, (29)

∥φ∇S̃λ∥HS ≤ Cδ′,ϵe
−δ′ Imλ, (30)

∥φM̃λ∥HS ≤ Cδ′,ϵe
−δ′ Imλ, (31)

∥φS̃λDiv∥HS ≤ Cδ′,ϵe
−δ′ Imλ. (32)

(2) For λ ∈Dϵ we have the operator-norm bound

∥L̃λ∥
H−

1
2 (Div,∂Ω)→H(curl,R3)

≤ Cϵ(1 + ∣λ∣
2
). (33)

(3) For λ ∈Dϵ we have the operator-norm bound

∥M̃λ∥
H−

1
2 (Div,∂Ω)→L2(R3,C3)

≤ Cϵ. (34)

(4) For λ ∈Dϵ we have the operator-norm bounds

∥S̃λ∥
H−

1
2 (∂Ω)→H1(R3)

≤ Cϵ∣λ∣
− 1

2 (1 + ∣λ∣
1
2 ), (35)

∥∇S̃λ∥
H−

1
2 (∂Ω)→L2(R3,C3)

≤ Cϵ, (36)

(5) On the space of functions of mean zero H
− 1

2
0 (∂Ω) = {u ∈H

− 1
2

0 (∂Ω) ∣ ⟨u,1⟩ = 0} we have
for λ ∈Dϵ the improved estimate

∥S̃λ∣
H
−
1
2

0 (∂Ω)
∥HS ≤ Cϵ. (37)

Proof. The operator φL̃λ can be written as φ curl curl Gλ,0γ
∗
T . Similarly, we have φM̃λ =

φ curlGλ,0γ
∗
T and φS̃λ = φGλ,0γ

∗
T . We choose a bounded open neighborhood U of ∂Ω such

that dist(Ω0, U) > δ
′. Since γ∗T continuously maps H−

1
2 (∂Ω) to H−1(U) we only need to show

that the map curl curlGλ is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator from H−1(U) to H1(Ω0) and establish
the corresponding bound on its Hilbert-Schmidt norm. By Lemma 12.3 the Hilbert-Schmidt
norm can be bounded by the H2(Ω0 ×U)-norm of the kernel of curl curlGλ,0 on Ω0 ×U . The
corresponding bound has been established in Lemma 12.1. The same argument works for
φM̃λ and φS̃λ. This concludes the proof of the estimates (28), (29), (31), (30), (32).
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Since the operator norm is bounded in terms of the Hilbert-Schmidt norm and by the
estimates (28),(29),(30),(31) it is sufficient to prove the estimates (33), (34), (35), and (36)

for the operators χL̃λ, χS̃λ, χM̃λ, χ∇S̃λ where χ ∈ C∞0 (R3) is a compactly supported function
that equals one near ∂Ω. We write

χL̃λ = χ∇S̃λDiv + λ2χS̃λ.

The map γ∗t is from H−
1
2 (∂Ω) to H−1c (U) where U is an open neighborhood of ∂Ω. To prove

both bounds (33), (34), (35), and (36) it is therefore sufficient to show that the resolvent
(−∆free − λ

2)−1 is a bounded map from H−1comp(R3) to H1
loc(R

3) uniformly in λ for all λ ∈Dϵ.

This means that we need to show that the cut-off resolvent χ(−∆free − λ
2)−1χ is a uniformly

bounded map from H−1(R3) to H1(R3) for all λ ∈Dϵ. To see this let η ∈ C∞0 (R) be a function
that is one near [−R1,R1], where R1 is the diameter of the support of χ. Let R be large
enough so that suppη ∈ (−R,R). This implies that χ(−∆ − λ2)−1χ = χRη,λχ, where Rη,λ is
the operator with integral kernel

η(∣x − y∣)
1

4π∣x − y∣
eiλ∣x−y∣ =∶ kλ(x − y).

It is therefore sufficient to show that Rη,λ is uniformly bounded for all λ ∈Dϵ as a map Hs(R3)

to Hs+2(R3). Since this is a convolution operator it commutes with the Laplace operator and
therefore it is sufficient to show that Rη,λ is uniformly bounded as a map L2(R3) to H2(R3).

We will show that (−∆+1)Rη,λ is uniformly bounded as a map from L2(R3) to L2(R3). Using

(−∆ + 1)(−∆ − λ2)−1 = id + (1 + λ2)(−∆ − λ2)−1

one obtains that the integral kernel of (−∆ + 1)Rη,λ − id equals

(−(∆xη(∣x − y∣)) + (1 + λ
2
)η(∣x − y∣)

1

4π∣x − y∣
eiλ∣x−y∣ − 2∇xη(∣x − y∣)∇x

1

4π∣x − y∣
eiλ∣x−y∣.

This is a convolution operator and we can use Young’s inequality to estimate its operator
norm. In particular, using spherical coordinates, the estimates

∫

R

0

1

4πr
∣eiλr ∣r2dr ≤ CR

1

1 + ∣ Imλ∣2
,

∫

R

0

1

4πr2
∣eiλr ∣r2dr ≤ CR

1

1 + ∣ Imλ∣
,

show that the convolution kernel is uniformly bounded in L1(R3) for λ ∈ Dϵ. Thus Rη,λ is

uniformly bounded as a map from L2(R3) to H2(R3) for λ ∈Dϵ.
It remains to show the improved estimate (37). We again choose cut-offs χ,ψ as above and

we arrange them so that ψ+ϕ = 1. Since the cut-off resolvent χ(−∆free−λ
2)−1χ is regular near

zero as a map H−1(R3) to H1(R3) we know that χS̃λ ∶ H
− 1

2 (∂Ω) → H(curl,R3) is regular

near zero. It is therefore sufficient to establish the bound for ϕS̃λ as a map from H
− 1

2
0 (∂Ω) to

H1(R3). We argue similarly as above choosing an open neighborood U such that the support
of ϕ has positive distance from U . For convenience we will also assume that the support of ϕ
is sufficiently separated from Ω, more precisely we assume that the support of ϕ has positive

distance to the convex hull of Ω. With u ∈ H
− 1

2
0 (∂Ω) the distribution γ∗u is in the space

distributions H−10 (U) = {v ∈ H
−1
c (U) ∣ ⟨v,1⟩ = 0} of mean zero. We therefore only need to
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bound ϕ(−∆free −λ
2)−1 as a map from H−10 (U) to H

1(Rn). This map is the restriction of the
integral operator with smooth kernel

g(x, y) = ϕ(x)(
eiλ∣x−y∣

4π∣x − y∣
−

eiλ∣x−z∣

4π∣x − z∣
)

to H−10 (U), where z is any fixed point on ∂Ω. One shows that this kernel is in the Sobolev
space H2(R3 × U) and is uniformly bounded in λ ∈ Dϵ. This kernel and its derivatives are
easily bounded using the mean-value inequality

∣∂αx g(x, y)∣ ≤ ∣y − z∣ sup
ỹ∈K
∥∂α∇xg(x, ỹ)∥ ≤ C sup

ỹ∈K
∥∂α∇xg(x, ỹ)∥,

where K is the closure of the convex hull of ∂Ω. The L2-norm of this expression is uniformly
bounded for all λ ∈ Dϵ by the same estimate as in (88). This works essentially because with
repeated application of the product rule the terms either have improved decay or have an
extra λ-factor. □

The proof above can also be applied directly to χL̃λ in the entire complex plane to bound
the operator norm, the norm of the the derivative and the norm of the remainder term. This
gives the following result. We will not repeat the proof but simply state the result.

Lemma 7.2. The families L̃λ ∶ H
− 1

2 (Div, ∂Ω) → Hloc(curl,M) ⊕ Hloc(curl,Ω) and Lλ ∶

H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω) → H−

1
2 (Div, ∂Ω) are holomorphic families of bounded operators in the com-

plex plane.

Lemma 7.3. The families L−1λ ,Λ
±
λ are meromorphic in λ as families of bounded operators on

H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω). The family Λ−λ has no poles in R ∖ {0} and in the upper half-plane.

Proof. By Prop. 6.4 and Lemma 6.3 the operator (12 +Mλ) is an analytic family of Fredhom
operators which is invertible for Imλ > 0. By the analytic Fredholm theorem the inverse

(1
2 +Mλ)

−1
is a meromorphic family of finite type, i.e. the negative Laurent coefficients are

finite rank operators. We have

L
−2
λ = −λ

−2
(
1

2
+Mλ)

−1
(
1

2
−Mλ)

−1

which shows that L−2λ is meromorphic. Since Lλ is holomorphic this shows that L−1λ is mero-
morphic. Finally Λ± is meromorphic by (19). Poles of Λ−λ are absent in the closed upper half
space because of the uniqueness of the exterior boundary value problem. Indeed, the most
negative Laurent coefficient would give rise to an outgoing solution of the Helmholtz equation
satisfying relative boundary conditions. But such an outgoing solution vanishes. □

Remark 7.4. The above cannot be easily concluded from analytic Fredholm theory since the
operators Lλ and Λ± are not Fredholm operators. Indeed, the singular Laurent coefficients are
not finite rank operators.

We now aim to show a new formula for the voltage-to-current map in order to find bounds
on L−1λ where it is well defined.

Theorem 7.5. The interior voltage-to-current mapping Λ+λ satisfies

iΛ+λ =
1

λ
T + λUλ,
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where T is a bounded operator on H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω) and Uλ is a meromorphic family of bounded

operators on H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω) which is regular at λ = 0. We have explicitly

TA =
β1

∑
k=1

⟨A,γTψ0,k⟩L2(∂Ω)γt(ψ0,k) + ∑
λN,k>0

1

λ2N,k

⟨A,γT∇vk⟩L2(∂Ω)γt(∇vk),

UλA =
∞

∑
k=1

1

λ2 − µ2k
⟨A,γTψk⟩L2(∂Ω)γt(ψk)

for A ∈ H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω). Both sums converge in H−

1
2 (Div, ∂Ω). Here β1 = dimH

1
abs(Ω) is the

first Betti number of the domain. We have T 2 = 0 and TUλ +UλT = id−λ
2Uλ.

Proof. We start with an interior solution E ∈ H(curl,Ω) of the Maxwell system and assume

A = γt(E) ∈ H
− 1

2 (Div, ∂Ω). First note that E satisfies divE = 0 but it is not in general in
ker(div0) because it may not satisfy the correct boundary conditions. We have that

L2
(Ω,C3

) =H
1
abs(Ω)⊕ {ψj ∣µj > 0}⊕ {∇vk∣λN,k}, (38)

where vk is an orthonormal basis of Neumann eigenfunctions on Ω. Define

ψ̃k =
1

λN,k
gradvk. (39)

Now we can write

E =∑⟨E,ψk⟩ψk +∑⟨E, ψ̃k⟩ψ̃k (40)

which we need to show converges in H(curl,Ω). We have that

⟨E,ψk⟩L2(Ω) =
1

λ2 − µ2k
(⟨−∆E,ψk⟩L2(∂Ω) − ⟨E,−∆ψk⟩L2(∂Ω)) = (41)

1

λ2 − µ2k
(⟨γtcurlE,γTψk⟩L2(∂Ω) + ⟨γtE,γT curlψk⟩L2(∂Ω)) =

1

λ2 − µ2k
⟨γtcurlE,γTψk⟩L2(∂Ω) =

iλ

λ2 − µ2k
⟨γtH,γTψk⟩L2(∂Ω) =

iλ

λ2 − µ2k
⟨Λ+λA,γTψk⟩L2(∂Ω)

where we have used Stokes theorem (4) as well as Maxwell system properties in 1.1 repeat-
edly. Since E ∈ L2(Ω,C3) the sum ∑⟨E,ψk⟩ψk converges in L2(Ω,C3). Let ϕk denote an
orthonormal basis of eigenfunctions of ∆rel. We now note that

∑
λk≠0

⟨E,ψk⟩curlψk = ∑
µk≠0

⟨E,ψk⟩curl
1

µk
curlϕk = ∑

λk≠0

⟨E,ψk⟩µkϕk

converges in L2(Ω,C3) whenever (⟨E,ψk⟩L2(Ω)µk)k ∈ ℓ
2. The latter is true because

µk⟨E,ψk⟩L2(Ω) = ⟨E, curlϕk⟩L2(Ω) = ⟨curlE,ϕk⟩L2(Ω) ∈ ℓ
2 (42)

where we have used the fact curlE ∈ L2(Ω,C3). Therefore

∞

∑
k=1

⟨E,ψk⟩ψk (43)
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converges in H(curl,Ω). For the second term, now we have

⟨E, ψ̃k⟩L2(Ω) =
i

λ
⟨curlH,

1

λN,k
gradvk⟩L2(Ω)

=
i

λN,kλ
⟨curlH,gradvk⟩L2(Ω) =

i

λN,kλ
⟨γtH,γT gradvk⟩L2(∂Ω) (44)

this also gives

∑
λk≠0

⟨E, ψ̃k⟩ψ̃k (45)

converges in H(curl,Ω) as λ−2N,k is summable. Therefore we have that

E =
∞

∑
k=0

iλ

λ2 − µ2k
⟨γtH,γTψk⟩L2(∂Ω)ψk + ∑

λN,k≠0

i

λ2kλ
⟨γtH,γT gradvk⟩L2(∂Ω)gradvk (46)

and this representation converges in H(curl,Ω). Because of this, we have convergence in

H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω) of

A = ν ×E∣∂Ω = ∑
µk≥0

iλ

λ2 − µ2k
⟨γtH,γTψk⟩L2(∂Ω)γt(ψk)

+ ∑
λN,k≠0

i

λ2N,kλ
⟨γtH,γT gradvk⟩L2(∂Ω)γt(gradvk). (47)

Then using the fact that (γt(H)) = Λ+λ(γt(E)) = Λ+λ(A) and remarking that (Λ+)2 = − id,
we obtain the desired result. Expanding the formula (iΛ+)2 = id also gives the claimed
identities. □

We now aim to show operator bounds on the electric dipole map in order to find bounds
on the large ∣λ∣ behavior of L−1λ . Note that for λ ∈Dϵ, we have the estimate

Im(λ) = ∣ Im(λ)∣ ≤ ∣λ∣ ≤ Cϵ Im(λ),

where Cϵ ∶= sin(ϵ)
−1 is independent of λ ∈Dϵ.

Theorem 7.6. There exists a constant C such that for all Im(λ) > 0 we have the estimate

∥Λ±λ∥H−
1
2 (Div,∂Ω)↦H−

1
2 (Div,∂Ω)

≤ C
1

∣λ∣
(1 +

∣λ∣(1 + ∣λ∣2)

Imλ
) . (48)

Proof. We first consider the case Re(λ2) < 0, i.e. ∣ Im(λ)∣ > ∣Re(λ)∣. We have the following
integral identity

⟨v, curlu⟩L2(M) − ⟨curlv, u⟩L2(M) = ⟨γtv, γTu⟩L2(∂Ω) (49)

for u, v ∈H(curl,M). Applying this integral identity with E and H gives

iλ⟨γtH,γTE⟩L2(∂Ω) = iλ (⟨H, curlE⟩L2(M) − ⟨curlH,E⟩L2(M)) = ⟨curlE, curlE⟩ − λ
2
⟨E,E⟩

Taking the real part we obtain

∣Re(λ2)∣⟨E,E⟩L2(M) ≤ ∣λ∣ ⋅ ∣⟨γtH,γTE⟩L2(∂Ω)∣.
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The antisymmetric bilinear form ⟨ν × u, v⟩L2(∂Ω) extends continuously to H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω) (see

for example Lemma 5.61 in [34]) we therefore have

∥E∥2L2(M) ≤ C1∣λ∣(−Re(λ
2
))
−1
∣∣γtE∣∣

H−
1
2 (Div,∂Ω)

∣∣γt(H)∣∣
H−

1
2 (Div,∂Ω)

(50)

Now we use the continuity of the tangential trace map and obtain

∥γt(curlE)∥
2

H−
1
2 (Div,∂Ω)

≤ C2∥(curlE)∥
2
H(curl,M) = C2 (∥curlE∥

2
L2(M) + ∣λ∣

4
∥E∥2L2(M))

= C2 (∣λ∣
2
∥E∥2L2(M) + ∣λ∣

4
∥E∥2L2(M) + ⟨γtE,γT curlE⟩L2(∂Ω))

≤ C3 (∣λ∣
2
(1 + ∣λ∣2)∥E∥2L2(M) + ∥γtE∥H−

1
2 (Div,∂Ω)

∥γtcurlE∥
H−

1
2 (Div,∂Ω)

)

Choosing a = C3∥γtE∥
H−

1
2 (Div,∂Ω)

and b = ∥γtcurlE∥
H−

1
2 (Div,∂Ω)

and using the inequality ∣ab∣ ≤

1
2(a

2 + b2) one obtains

∥γt(curlE)∥
2

H−
1
2 (Div,∂Ω)

≤ (2C3∣λ∣
2
(1 + ∣λ∣2)∥E∥2L2(M) +C

2
3∥γtE∥

2

H−
1
2 (Div,∂Ω)

)

Using (50) this gives further

∥γt(curlE)∥
2

H−
1
2 (Div,∂Ω)

≤ C4 (
∣λ∣2(1 + ∣λ∣2)

−Re(λ2)
∥γtE∥

H−
1
2 (Div,∂Ω)

∥γtcurlE∥
H−

1
2 (Div,∂Ω)

+ ∥γtE∥
2

H−
1
2 (Div,∂Ω)

) .

The same trick as before with a = C4
∣λ∣2(1+∣λ∣2)
−Re(λ2)

∥γtE∥
H−

1
2 (Div,∂Ω)

and b = ∥γtcurlE∥
H−

1
2 (Div,∂Ω)

yields

∥γt(curlE)∥
2

H−
1
2 (Div,∂Ω)

≤ (C2
4

∣λ∣4(1 + ∣λ∣2)2

(−Re(λ2))2
+ 2C4)∥γtE∥

2

H−
1
2 (Div,∂Ω)

,

which finally gives

∥γt(curlE)∥
H−

1
2 (Div,∂Ω)

≤ C (1 +
∣λ∣2(1 + ∣λ∣2)

−Re(λ2)
) ∥γtE∥

H−
1
2 (Div,∂Ω)

. (51)

Next consider the case Im(λ2) < 0. The same proof with imaginary parts taken instead of
real parts gives the estimate

∥γt(curlE)∥
H−

1
2 (Div,∂Ω)

≤ C (1 +
∣λ∣2(1 + ∣λ∣2)

− Im(λ2)
) ∥γtE∥

H−
1
2 (Div,∂Ω)

. (52)

These two estimates cover the upper half space and are combined into

∥γt(curlE)∥
H−

1
2 (Div,∂Ω)

≤ C (1 +
∣λ∣(1 + ∣λ∣2)

Im(λ)
) ∥γtE∥

H−
1
2 (Div,∂Ω)

, (53)

which holds in the upper half space except when Im(λ) < Re(λ). The estimate holds in this

region too as can be seen by replacing λ by −λ, which is a symmetry operation of the Maxwell
system that preserves the radiation condition. Hence, the estimate holds in the upper half
space. Since iλH = curlE this proves the claimed estimate. The same proof works for the
interior with M replaced by Ω. □
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Lemma 7.7. The operator (12 +Mλ)
−1

is meromorphic of finite type and we have near zero
the expansion

(
1

2
+Mλ)

−1

=
P

λ2
+
B

λ
+Qλ (54)

where P and B are finite rank operators and Qλ is analytic near λ = 0 taking values in the

bounded operators on H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω). We also have

image(P ) ∪ image(B) ⊆ B∂Ω, P (ν ×∇u) = B(ν ×∇u) = 0

for all u ∈H
1
2 (∂Ω).

Proof. By proof of Lemma 7.3 we know that (12 +Mλ)
−1

is a meromorphic family of finite
type. The order of the singularity at zero is at most two since for λ ∈Dϵ, λ ≠ 0 we have

(
1

2
+Mλ)

−1

= −Λ+λ (Λ
+
λ −Λ

−
λ) (55)

and the bound in Theorem 7.6 holds. Hence, (12 +Mλ)
−1

has the claimed form

(
1

2
+Mλ)

−1

=
P

λ2
+
B

λ
+Qλ,

with P,B of finite rank.
We must naturally have for these λ

(
1

2
+Mλ)

−1

(
1

2
+Mλ) = (

1

2
+Mλ)(

1

2
+Mλ)

−1

= id . (56)

Expanding (12 +Mλ) around λ = 0 we see that it has operator kernel:

1

2
+

1

4π
γt,xγ

∗
T,ycurl(

1

∣x − y∣
) +O(λ2) (57)

since the first order term in the expansion distributional kernel of the free Green’s fucntion
is constant, and therefore curl-free. Hence,

(
1

2
+Mλ) =

1

2
+M0 +O(λ

2
)

near λ = 0. Inserting this into (56) and comparing coefficients one obtains

(
1

2
+M0)P = 0, (

1

2
+M0)B = 0, P (

1

2
+M0) = 0, B (

1

2
+M0) = 0.

By Prop. 6.6 we therefore obtain image(P ), image(B) ⊆ B∂Ω as claimed. It remains to show
that

P (ν ×∇u) = B(ν ×∇u) = 0.

To see this it is sufficient to show that ν × ∇u is in the range of 1
2 +M0. To see this we use

a classical result in potential layer theory, namely the invertibility of (12 +K0) (see [50]). We
then have by Equ. (25)

ν ×∇u = ν ×∇(
1

2
+K0)(

1

2
+K0)

−1u = (
1

2
+M0)(ν ×∇(

1

2
+K0)

−1u).

□
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Lemma 7.8. The non-zero poles of (12 +Mλ)
−1 in the closed upper half-space are precisely

the Maxwell eigenvalues of Ω. Near a Maxwell eigenvalue µ = µk we have the expansion

(
1

2
+Mλ)

−1

=
Pµ

(λ − µ)2
+

Bµ

λ − µ
+Qµ,λ, (58)

where Pµ and Bµ are finite rank operators with range in ker (12 +Mµ)
−1

and Qµ,λ is holo-
morphic in λ near µ.

Proof. The poles are precisely where (12 +Mλ) is not injective. On the closed upper half
space this means that the only poles are at zero and at the Maxwell eigenvalues, by Prop.
6.6 and Prop. 6.7. The statement now follows immediately from the formula

(
1

2
+Mλ)

−1

= −Λ+λ (Λ
+
λ −Λ

−
λ) (59)

the expansion of Theorem 7.5 and the fact that Λ− is holomorphic near R ∖ {0} by Lemma
7.3. □

Theorem 7.9. For any ϵ > 0 we have there exists a constant C > 0 such that

∥L
−1
λ ∥H−

1
2 (Div,∂Ω)→H−

1
2 (Div,∂Ω)

≤
1 + ∣λ∣2

∣λ∣2
C (1 + ∣λ∣2) ,

∥Div ○ (L−1λ ) ○ (ν ×∇)∥H−
1
2 (∂Ω)→H−

1
2 (∂Ω)

≤ C (1 + ∣λ∣2)

for all λ in the sector Dϵ.

Proof. We use the identity, derived from (20),

L
−1
λ = −

i (Λ+λ −Λ
−
λ)

λ
(60)

to reduce the analysis to that of Λ±λ. The bounds on the operator norm on the space

H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω) then follow immediately from Theorem 7.6. By (19) we have the identity

L
−1
λ =

1

iλ
Λ+λ(

1

2
+Mλ)

−1.

Using Theorem 7.5 we obtain

L
−1
λ = −(

1

λ2
T +Uλ)(

1

λ2
P +

1

λ
B +Qλ)

= −
1

λ2
(TQλ +UλP ) −

1

λ
UλB +UλQλ. (61)

We have used that TP = TB = 0 which follows from Lemma 7.7 and Theorem 7.5. Since
Div ○ T = 0, P ○ (ν ×∇) = 0, and B ○ (ν ×∇) = 0 we then obtain

Div ○ (L−1λ ) ○ (ν ×∇) = Div ○UλQλ ○ (ν ×∇),

which is regular at zero. □
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8. Resolvent formulae and estimates

Proposition 8.1. Assume that Im(λ) > 0. For f ∈ C∞0 (R3,C3) we have the following formu-
lae for the difference of resolvents:

((−∆rel − λ
2
)
−1
− (−∆free − λ

2
)
−1) curlcurlf = −L̃λ(Lλ)

−1
(ν×)L̃tλf, (62)

((−∆rel − λ
2
)
−1
− (−∆free − λ

2
)
−1) curlf = −L̃λ(Lλ)

−1
(ν×)M̃t

λf, (63)

curl ((−∆rel − λ
2
)
−1
− (−∆free − λ

2
)
−1) curlf = −λ2M̃λ(Lλ)

−1
(ν×)M̃t

λf. (64)

Here L̃tλ is the transpose operator to L̃λ obtained from the real L2-inner product, i.e. L̃tλf =

L̃∗λf . Similarly, M̃t
λ is the transpose of M̃λ.

Proof. We begin with the first formula. We know that L̃λ maps to functions satisfying
the Helmholtz equation (−∆ − λ2) v = 0. Therefore we only need to show that, given f ∈

C∞0 (R3,C3), the function

u = (−∆free − λ
2
)
−1curl curlf − L̃λ(Lλ)

−1
(ν×)L̃tλf

satisfies relative boundary conditions. Since clearly divu = 0 we only need to check that
γtu = 0. One computes

γtu = γtcurl curl(−∆free − λ
2
)
−1f −Lλ(Lλ)

−1
(ν×)L̃tλf

= γtcurl curl(−∆free − λ
2
)
−1f − (ν×)γT curl curl(−∆free − λ

2
)
−1f = 0,

which gives the result.
Next consider the second formula. We again only need to check that γt,±(u) = 0 where

u = (−∆free − λ
2
)
−1curlf − L̃λ(Lλ)

−1
(ν×)M̃t

λf.

The third formula follows from the second by applying the curl-operator from the left and
using curl curl curl S̃λ = λ

2curl S̃λ. □

This can be used to show the following.

Theorem 8.2. Let ϵ > 0 and also suppose that Ω0 is a smooth open set in R3 whose comple-
ment contains Ω. Let δ = dist(∂Ω,Ω0). If p is the projection onto L2(Ω0;C3) in L2(R3;C3)

then the operators

p(−∆rel − λ
2
)
−1curlcurlp − p(−∆free − λ

2
)
−1curlcurlp,

p(−∆abs − λ
2
)
−1curlcurlp − p(−∆free − λ

2
)
−1curlcurlp,

are trace class for all λ ∈ Dϵ as operators on L2(R3;C3). Moreover for any δ′ ∈ (0, δ), their
trace norms satisfy the bounds

∥p(−∆rel − λ
2
)
−1curlcurlp − p(−∆free − λ

2
)
−1curlcurlp∥1 ≤ Cδ′,ϵe

−δ′ Im(λ), (65)

∥p(−∆abs − λ
2
)
−1curlcurlp − p(−∆free − λ

2
)
−1curlcurlp∥1 ≤ Cδ′,ϵe

−δ′ Im(λ), (66)

for all λ ∈Dϵ. Moreover, both operators have integral kernels κrel,λ, κabs,λ that are smooth on
Ω0 ×Ω0 for all λ ∈Dϵ. There exists CΩ0,ϵ > 0, depending on Ω0 and ϵ such that

∥krel,λ(x,x)∥ + ∥kabs,λ(x,x)∥ ≤ (CΩ0,ϵ
e−dist(x,∂Ω) Imλ

(dist(x, ∂Ω))4
) . (67)
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Proof. Given δ′ ∈ (0, δ) we choose a compactly supported smooth cut-off function χ which
vanishes in Ω0 such that the support of φ = 1−χ has distance at least δ′ from Ω. Then, since
φp = p it is sufficient to show the estimates with p replaced by φ. From (62), we have

φ(−∆rel − λ
2
)
−1
(curlcurl)φ − φ(−∆free − λ

2
)
−1
(curlcurl)φ =

− φL̃λL
−1
λ (ν×)L̃

t
λφ = −(φL̃λ)L

−1
λ (ν×)(φL̃λ)

t. (68)

The operator φL̃λ is Hilbert-Schmidt by Proposition 7.1. Since L−1λ is bounded by Corollary
(7.9) on the correct domains, this factorises the right hand side of (68) into a product of the

two Hilbert-Schmidt operators (φL̃λ), (φL̃λ)
t and a bounded operator L−1λ (ν×). This shows

it is trace-class (see for example [44], (A.3.4) and (A.3.2)). We need to show the bound for

the trace-norm. We now employ the more explicit description of φL̃λ = φ(∇S̃λDiv + λ2S̃λ).
This gives

(φL̃λ)L
−1
λ (ν×)(φL̃λ)

t
= (φ∇S̃λDiv + λ2φS̃λ)L

−1
λ ((ν×)∇S̃

t
λdivφ + λ

2
(ν×)(φS̃λ)

t)

= (φ∇S̃λDiv + λ2φS̃λ)L
−1
λ ((ν×)∇S̃

t
λdivφ + λ

2
(ν×)(φS̃λ)

t)

= φ∇S̃λDivL−1λ (ν×)∇S̃
t
λdivφ + λ

4φS̃λL
−1
λ (ν×)(φS̃λ)

t
+ λ2φ∇S̃λDivL−1λ (ν×)(φS̃λ)

t

+ λ2φS̃λL
−1
λ (ν×)∇S̃

t
λdivφ = (I) + (II) + (III) + (IV).

We will show that the estimate holds for the individual terms. The trace-norm of (I) is

bounded by ∥φ∇S̃λ∥
2
HS ⋅ ∥DivL−1λ (ν×)∇∥, using the fact that the Hilbert-Schmidt norm is

invariant under transposition. This is bounded by Ce− Im(λ)δ
′

in the sector by Prop. 7.9 and
the estimate (30) of Prop. 7.1.

The trace-norm of term (II) is bounded by ∣λ∣4∥φS̃λ∥
2
HS∥L

−1
λ ∥. This is again bounded by

Ce− Im(λ)δ
′

by Prop. 7.9 and (29) of Prop. 7.1. Expression (III) is the transpose of (IV) as
one computes easily from Lemma 6.2. It is therefore sufficient to bound the trace-norm of
(IV). We have that

(IV) = λ2φS̃λ (−
1

λ2
(TQλ +UλP ) −

1

λ
UλB +UλQλ) (ν×)∇(φS̃λ)

t (69)

= λ2(φS̃λ) (
1

λ2
TQλ +UλQλ) (ν ×∇)(φS̃λ)

t, (70)

where we have used Lemma 7.7, the expansion (61) and the fact that P (ν × ∇) = 0 and

B(ν × ∇) = 0. The range of T consists of distributions in H
− 1

2
0 (∂Ω,C

3) ∩H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω). To

see this, note that the range of T consists, by Theorem 7.5, of limits in H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω) of

boundary values of curl-free vector fields. Applying the integration by parts formula (4) with
ϕ ∈ rg(T ) and E a constant unit vector field, noting that curlϕ = curlE = 0, one obtains that
⟨γtϕ, γE⟩L2(∂Ω,C3) = ⟨γtϕ, γTE⟩L2(∂Ω,C3) = 0 as claimed. It follows that the trace-norm of (III)

and (IV) are bounded by Ce− Im(λ)δ
′

by Prop. 7.9, and by the estimates (30), (29).
Next we use (64) to obtain

φ(−∆abs − λ
2
)
−1
(curlcurl)φ − φ(−∆free − λ

2
)
−1
(curlcurl)φ =

− λ2φM̃λL
−1
λ (ν×)M̃

t
λφ = −λ

2
(φM̃λ)L

−1
λ (ν×)(φM̃λ)

t. (71)

The operators φM̃λ, (φM̃λ)
t are Hilbert-Schmidt and their Hilbert-Schmidt norms are bounded

by e−δ
′ Im(λ) by Prop. 7.1, Equ. (31). This gives the claimed estimate for the trace-norm

since the operator λ2L−1λ is polynomially bounded in any sector by Theorem 7.9.
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It remains to show the estimate on the diagonal of the integral kernel. This is done the
same way using pointwise estimate

∥∂αx S̃λ(x, ⋅)∥H−1(∂Ω) ≤ C
1

(dist(x, ∂Ω))1+∣α∣
e−

1
2
Im(λ)dist(x,∂Ω)

which is easily obtained directly from the integral kernel, noting that differentiation in the x
or y-variable gives a linear combination of terms that are bounded by

λk(dist(x, ∂Ω))k

(dist(x, ∂Ω))1+∣α∣
e− Im(λ)dist(x,∂Ω) ≤ Ck,ϵ

1

(dist(x, ∂Ω))1+∣α∣
e−

1
2
Im(λ)dist(x,∂Ω)

with 0 ≤ k ≤ α. One now applies this estimate to each of the four terms (I), (II), (III), (IV)
and observes that every factor of λ can be absorbed using the bound

∣λ∣ke− Im(λ)dist(x,∂Ω) = Ck,ϵ
1

dist(x, ∂Ω)k
e−

1
2
Im(λ)dist(x,∂Ω).

This gives the first claimed estimate. The second estimate follows the same way, since the
above implies

∥M̃λ(x, ⋅)∥H−1(∂Ω) ≤ C
1

(dist(x, ∂Ω))2
e−

1
2
Im(λ)dist(x,∂Ω).

□

9. The function Ξ

Recall that the boundary ∂Ω consists of N connected components ∂Ωj . To keep the
discussion meaningful we will assume throughout this section that N ≥ 2. This gives a
natural decomposition

H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω) =

N

⊕
j=1

H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ωj).

Let qj be the orthogonal projection H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω) → H−

1
2 (Div, ∂Ωj), and Lj,λ = qjLλqj . We

then can write

Lλ =
N

∑
j=1

Lj,λ +∑
j≠k

qjLλqk = LD,λ + Tλ. (72)

We remark that Lj,λ which is regarded as a map from H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω) → H−

1
2 (Div, ∂Ω) is

independent of the other components. The sum LD,λ describes the diagonal part of the
operator L with respect to the decomposition above.

We have a similar decomposition for the operator

Mλ =MD,λ +Jλ.

We set

δ =min
j≠k

dist(∂Ωj , ∂Ωk) > 0. (73)

Then we have the following proposition:
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Proposition 9.1. The families Tλ,Jλ ∶ H
− 1

2 (Div, ∂Ω) → H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω) are holomorphic

families of trace-class operators in the complex plane. For any ϵ > 0 and any δ′ ∈ (0, δ) the
following estimates for their trace-norms ∥ ⋅ ∥1 hold:

∥Tλ∥1 ≤ Cδ′,ϵe
−δ′ Imλ, ∥Jλ∥1 ≤ Cδ′,ϵe

−δ′ Imλ (74)

∥
d

dλ
Tλ∥1 ≤ Cδ′,ϵe

−δ′ Imλ, ∥
d

dλ
Jλ∥1 ≤ Cδ′,ϵe

−δ′ Imλ (75)

for all λ the sector Dϵ. We also have

∥Tλ∣
H−

1
2 (Div0,∂Ω)

∥1 ≤ Cδ′,ϵ∣λ∣
2e−δ

′ Imλ (76)

∥
d

dλ
Tλ∣

H−
1
2 (Div0,∂Ω)

∥1 ≤ Cδ′,ϵ∣λ∣e
−δ′ Imλ. (77)

Proof. We will prove this estimate only for Tλ as the estimate for Jλ is proved in the same
way. It is sufficient to show this for the individual terms qjLλqk with j /= k. We choose an
open bounded neighborhood U of ∂Ωj and an open bounded neighborhood V of ∂Ωk such
that dist(U,V ) > δ′. The first two estimates are implied by Lemma 12.4 by observing that
the operator is the composition

H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω)→H−1(V )→H1

(U)→H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω),

and the map H−1(V )→H1(U) has smooth integral kernel

χ(x, y)curl curlx
eiλ∣x−y∣

4π∣x − y∣

for a suitable cut-off function that is compactly supported in U × V . The same argument
applies to the λ-derivative.

To show the bounds on the restriction to H−
1
2 (Div0, ∂Ω) one uses that we have Lλ =

γt∇SλDiv +λ2Sλ. To bound the trace-norm of λ2qjSλqk one uses exactly the same argument
as above applied to the kernel

λ2χ(x, y)
eiλ∣x−y∣

4π∣x − y∣
and its λ-derivative. □

Proposition 9.2. Fix ϵ > 0. Then (LλL
−1
D,λ − id) ∶ H−

1
2 (Div, ∂Ω) → H−

1
2 (Div, ∂Ω) is a

meromorphic family of trace-class operators with no poles in the closed upper half-plane. In
the sector we have for any δ′ ∈ (0, δ) the estimate

∥L
−1
D,λLλ − id ∥1 = ∥LλL

−1
D,λ − id ∥1 ≤ Cδ′,ϵe

−δ′ Imλ. (78)

Proof. We use (19) we obtain

LλL
−1
D,λ − id = (

1

2
+Mλ)(

1

2
+MD,λ)

−1

− id,

bearing in mind that Λ+λ = Λ
+
D,λ. With

(
1

2
+MD,λ)

−1

=
1

λ2
PD +

1

λ
BD +Qλ

we remark that

(
1

2
+MD,0)PD = (

1

2
+MD,0)BD = 0
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but then also

(
1

2
+M0)PD = (

1

2
+M0)BD = 0

because according to Prop. 6.6 we know that the kernels of (12 +M0) and (
1
2 +MD,0) co-

incide. We have used here, as in the proof of Lemma 7.7, that the first order terms in the
expansion of Mλ at vanish at λ = 0, i.e. ( d

dλMλ)∣λ=0 = (
d
dλMD,λ)∣λ=0 = 0. Using the abbre-

viation Jλ =Mλ −MD,λ this implies J0PD = J0BD = 0. Moreover, Jλ is trace-class. This
shows that

(
1

2
+Mλ)(

1

2
+MD,λ)

−1

− id

is a meromorphic family of trace-class operators and zero is not a pole. Interior Maxwell
eigenvalues are not poles by the same argument, since the kernel of (12 +Mµ) coincides with

the kernel of (12 +MD,µ) and by the expansion of Lemma 7.8.

Moreover, (12 +MD,λ) is invertible for all the other points in the closed upper half-space,
and hence there are no poles there. To show the estimate in the sector we note that

LλL
−1
D,λ − id = TλL

−1
D,λ. (79)

Then the bound for large ∣λ∣ is a result of Corollary 7.9 and Proposition 9.1. □

Proposition 9.3. The Fredholm determinant det(LλL
−1
D,λ) in the space H−

1
2 (Div, ∂Ω) is

well-defined and holomorphic in a neighborhood of the closed upper half space. For any ϵ > 0
and δ′ ∈ (0, δ) we have the bound

∣det(LλL
−1
D,λ) − 1∣ ≤ Cδ′,ϵe

−δ′ Im(λ) (80)

for all λ in the sector Dϵ. Moreover, det(LλL
−1
D,λ) is non-zero in the closed upper half space.

Proof. The trace of (LλL
−1
D,λ − id) is bounded by Proposition 9.2. Using the bound

∣det(1 +A) − 1∣ ≤ ∥A∥1e
1+∥A∥1

for the Fredholm determinant (see for example [43, Equ. (3.7)]) one obtains

∣Ξ(λ)∣ ≤ ∣ log det(LλL
−1
D,λ)∣ ≤ Cδ′,ϵe

−δ′ Imλ. (81)

By analyticity of (LλL
−1
D,λ − id) = Jλ(

1
2 +MD,λ)

−1 as a family of trace-class operators in the

upper half space and near zero the determinant also depends analytically on λ (e.g. [43,
Theorem 3.3]). By invertibility of the operator in the closed upper half space the determinant
never vanishes ([43, Theorem 3.9]) and therefore log det is analytic in union of the upper half
space and a neighborhood of zero. □

Since the determinant does not vanish near the closed upper half space we can choose a
simply connected open neighborhood U of the closed upper half space and it then defines
a holomorphic function U → C ∖ {0} which we can lift to a holomorphic function on the
logarithmic cover of the complex plane, where we choose the branch cut to be the negative
real line (−∞,0). Composition with log is then well-defined and we write log det(LλL

−1
D,λ)

to mean this composition. This means that this function and the branch of the logarithm is
fixed by requiring this to be a holomorphic function that decays exponentially fast along the
positive imaginary axis.
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Definition 9.4. The function Ξ is defined in a sufficiently small simply connected open
neighborhood of the closed upper half space by

Ξ(λ) = log det(LλL
−1
D,λ),

where the branch of the logarithm is chosen as explained above.

Theorem 9.5. The function Ξ(λ) is holomorphic near the closed upper half space and for
any ϵ > 0 and δ′ ∈ (0, δ) we have the bounds

∣Ξ(λ)∣ ≤ Cδ′,ϵe
−δ′ Im(λ)

∣Ξ′(λ)∣ ≤ Cδ′,ϵe
−δ′ Imλ (82)

for λ in the sector Dϵ.

Proof. The first bound is a direct consequence of the proposition above. The second bound
is a direct consequence of the maximum modulus principle. □

10. Relative Trace Formula

We consider the two Maxwell resolvent differences

RD,rel,λ =
⎛

⎝
((−∆rel − λ

2
)
−1
− (−∆free − λ

2
)
−1) −

N

∑
j=1

((−∆rel,j − λ
2
)
−1
− (−∆free − λ

2
)
−1)
⎞

⎠
curlcurl,

RD,abs,λ =
⎛

⎝
((−∆abs − λ

2
)
−1
− (−∆free − λ

2
)
−1) −

N

∑
j=1

((−∆abs,j − λ
2
)
−1
− (−∆free − λ

2
)
−1)
⎞

⎠
curlcurl.

Using (62) and (64), we conclude

((−∆rel,j − λ
2
)
−1
− (−∆free − λ

2
)
−1) curlcurl = −L̃λL

−1
j,λ(ν×)L̃

t
λ,

((−∆abs,j − λ
2
)
−1
− (−∆free − λ

2
)
−1) curlcurl = −λ2M̃λL

−1
j,λ(ν×)M̃

t
λ,

and hence

RD,rel,λ = −L̃λL
−1
λ (ν×)L̃

t
λ + L̃λL

−1
D,λ(ν×)L̃

t
λ,

RD,abs,λ = −M̃λL
−1
λ (ν×)M̃

t
λ + M̃λL

−1
D,λ(ν×)M̃

t
λ.

We have the following improvement of Theorem 8.2 in the relative setting:

Proposition 10.1. Let ϵ > 0 and let δ′ > 0 be smaller than δ = dist(∂Ωj , ∂Ωk). Then the
operators RD,rel,λ,RD,abs,λ ∶ L

2(R3,C3) → L2(R3,C3) are trace-class for all λ ∈ Dϵ and their
trace norm can be estimated by

∥RD,rel,λ∥1 + ∥RD,abs,λ∥1 ≤ Cδ′,ϵe
−δ′ Im(λ), λ ∈Dϵ.

Proof. First note that

(L
−1
λ −L

−1
λ,D) = −(L

−1
λ TλL

−1
λ,D)

is a meromorphic family of trace-class operators H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω) → H−

1
2 (Div, ∂Ω) in the com-

plex plane. For ∣λ∣ > 1 the bound then follows from Prop. 9.1 and the bounds Theorem 7.9.
In particular the expansion

(L
−1
λ −L

−1
λ,D) =

1

λ2
L2 +

1

λ
L1 +L0,λ
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resulting from (61) is in terms of trace-class operators L2, L1 and the holomorphic family of
trace-class operators L0,λ. Specifically,

L2 = −T (Q
(0)
−Q

(0)
D ) − (U

(0)P −U
(0)
D PD) = TW2 + V2,

L1 = −T (Q
(1)
−Q

(1)
D ) − (U

(0)B −U
(0)
D BD) − (U

(1)P −U
(1)
D PD) = TW1 + V1,

where Q(0),Q(1) are the expansion coefficients of

Qλ = Q
(0)
+Q(1)λ +O(∣λ∣2)

near λ = 0. The same notation is used for the expansion coefficients of QD,λ, Uλ, UD,λ. Since
the operator

(
1

2
+Mλ)

−1
− (

1

2
+MD,λ)

−1
= −(

1

2
+Mλ)

−1
Jλ(

1

2
+MD,λ)

−1

is a meromorphic family of trace-class operators we know that the expansion coefficients

W2 = Q
(0) − Q

(0)
D and W1 = Q

(1) − Q
(1)
D are trace-class. We also record that V2(ν × ∇) = 0

and V1(ν × ∇) = 0 and recall that DivT = 0. Now we are ready to estimate the resolvent
differences. We first focus on RD,rel,λ. We have

RD,rel,λ = −L̃λ(L
−1
λ −L

−1
D,λ)(ν×)L̃

t
λ

= −L̃λ (
1

λ2
(TW2 + V2) +

1

λ
(TW1 + V1) +L0,λ) (ν×)L̃

t
λ.

We expand this further using L̃λ = ∇S̃λDiv + λ2S̃λ to obtain that modulo terms that have
bounded trace-norm near λ = 0 the operator RD,λ equals

(∇S̃λDiv + λ2S̃λ)(
1

λ2
(TW2 + V2) +

1

λ
(TW1 + V1)) ((ν×)∇S̃

t
λdiv + λ

2
(ν×)(S̃λ)

t)

= ∇S̃λDiv ((TW2 + V2) + λ(TW1 + V1)) (ν×)(S̃λ)
t

+ S̃λ ((TW2 + V2) + λ(TW1 + V1)) (ν×)∇S̃
t
λdiv

+ λ4S̃λ (
1

λ2
(TW2 + V2) +

1

λ
(TW1 + V1)) (ν×)(S̃λ)

t
= (I) + (II) + (III).

Since LD,λ and Lλ are self-adjoint with respect to the antisymmetric bilinear and since

L
−1
λ −L

−1
D,λ = (

1

λ2
(TW2 + V2) +

1

λ
(TW1 + V1) +L0,λ)

one obtains that

((
1

λ2
(TW2 + V2) +

1

λ
(TW1 + V1)) (ν×))

t

= (
1

λ2
(TW2 + V2) +

1

λ
(TW1 + V1)) (ν×)

and therefore (II) is the transpose of (I). (III) has bounded trace-norm near λ = 0. Finally

(II) = S̃λ ((TW2 + V2) + λ(TW1 + V1)) (ν×)∇S̃
t
λdiv = S̃λ ((TW2) + λ(TW1)) (ν×)∇S̃

t
λdiv,
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has bounded trace-norm near λ = 0 as S̃λT,∇S̃
t
λdiv have bounded operator norm and W2 and

W1 are trace-class. Finally we consider RD,abs,λ. We compute as above

RD,abs,λ = −λ
2
M̃λ(L

−1
λ −L

−1
D,λ)(ν×)M̃

t
λ

= −λ2M̃λ (
1

λ2
(TW2 + V2) +

1

λ
(TW1 + V1) +L0,λ) (ν×)M̃

t
λ

= −M̃λ ((TW2 + V2) + λ(TW1 + V1) + λ
2L0,λ) (ν×)M̃

t
λ,

whose trace-norm is bounded near zero since M̃λ is uniformly bounded. □

Lemma 10.2. We have

tr (RD,rel,λ) = tr (RD,abs,λ) = −
λ

2
Ξ′(λ).

Proof. One has

(ν×)L̃tλL̃λ = γtcurl curl curl curl (−∆free − λ
2
)
−2γtT = γtcurl curl (−∆free)(−∆free − λ

2
)
−2γtT

= γtcurl curl (−∆free − λ
2
)
−1γtT + γtcurl curlλ

2
(−∆free − λ

2
)
−2γtT = Lλ +

λ

2

d

dλ
Lλ.

Similarly, we also have

λ2(ν×)M̃t
λM̃λ = λ

2γtcurl curl (−∆free − λ
2
)
−2γtT =

λ

2

d

dλ
Lλ.

Using invariance of the trace in H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω) under cyclic permutations we get

tr (RD,rel,λ) = −tr (−L̃λ(L
−1
λ −L

−1
D,λ)(ν×)L̃

t
λ) = −tr((Lλ +

λ

2

d

dλ
Lλ)(L

−1
λ −L

−1
D,λ))

= −tr ((id−LλL
−1
D,λ)) −

λ

2

d

dλ
log det (LλL

−1
D,λ) = −

λ

2

d

dλ
log det (LλL

−1
D,λ)

Here we have used that tr (L−1D,λ
d
dλ(Tλ)) = 0, tr (L

−1
D,λTλ) = 0. Indeed this follows as

Tr(L−1λ,D(
d

dλ
Tλ)) =∑

j/=k

Tr(L−1λ,D(qj(
d

dλ
Lλ)qk)) =∑

j/=k

Tr((qjL
−1
λ,D

d

dλ
Lλ)qk) = 0.

We also used the fact that for a holomorphic family of trace-class operators A(λ) we have
that log det(id+A(λ)) is holomorphic and we have the identity

d

dλ
log det(id+A(λ)) = tr((id+A(λ))−1

d

dλ
A(λ)) ,

so that
d

dλ
log det (LλL

−1
D,λ) = tr(L

−1
λ

d

dλ
(Lλ) −L

−1
D,λ

d

dλ
(LD,λ)) .

In the same way,

tr (RD,abs,λ) = −tr (λ
2
M̃λ(L

−1
λ −L

−1
D,λ)(ν×)M̃

t
λ) = −tr((

λ

2

d

dλ
Lλ)(L

−1
λ −L

−1
D,λ))

= −
λ

2

d

dλ
log det (LλL

−1
D,λ)

□
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11. Proof of the main theorems

Proof of Theorem 1.1. This theorem is the combination of Prop. 9.3 and Theorem 9.5 in
Section 9. □

Proof of Theorem 1.3. We set f(z) = z−2g(z2) where g ∈ Pϵ. By the decay properties of Ξ

it is sufficient to show equality for small ϵ, so we assume ϵ < π
4 . Then the function e−

1
n
z2

is holomorphic in the sector Sϵ and decays faster than exponentially. The function gn(z) =

e−
1
n
z2g(z) is therefore an admissible function for the Riesz-Dunford functional calculus and

we therefore have

fn((−∆rel)
1
2 )curl curl = fn((δd)

1
2 )δd = gn(δd) = −

1

2πi
∫
Γϵ

(δd − z)−1gn(z)dz

and similarly for the other terms appearing in RD,rel,λ. The integral converges despite the
pole of order one at zero since g ∈ Pϵ implies that gn(z) = O(∣z∣

α) for some α > 0 near
z = 0. Here fn(z) = z

−2gn(z
2). If h ∈ C∞0 (X,C3) then we have convergence of gn(δd) to

g(δd) in L2. Indeed, by our definition of the function class Pϵ, the function g is polynomially
bounded on the real line and therefore h is in the domain of the operator g(δd). Consequently
the function g is square integrable with respect to the measure ⟨dEλh,h⟩, where dEλ is the
spectral measure of δd. Then we have

∥ (g(δd) − gn(δd))h∥L2 = ∫
R
(1 − e−

1
n
x2

)
2
∣g∣2(x)⟨dEλh,h⟩,

which tends to zero as n→∞ by the dominated convergence theorem.
We note now that

(−∆rel − z)
−1δd = (δd − z)−1δd = id+z(δd − z)−1,

and again this formula applies to the other terms in RD,rel,λ. This gives

Drel,fn = −
1

2πi
∫
Γϵ

RD,rel(
√
z)

1

z
gn(z)dz = −

1

iπ
∫
Γ̃ϵ/2

RD,rel(λ)λfn(λ)dλ.

Moreover, Drel,fnh converges in L2 to Drel,fh for any h ∈ C∞0 (X,C3). By the decays proper-
ties of RD,rel(λ), Proposition 10.1, the integral converges in the Banach space of trace-class
operators, and the sequence Dfn is Cauchy in the Banach space of trace-class operators. We
conclude that Drel,f is trace-class.
To compute the trace we can again use the convergence of the integral in the space of trace-
class operators and therefore, using Lemma 10.2, we obtain

Drel,f = −
1

iπ
∫
Γ̃ ϵ

2

Rrel,D(λ)λf(λ)dλ =
1

2πi
∫
Γ̃ ϵ

2

(Ξ′(λ))λ2f(λ)dλ.

Integration by parts and the decay of Ξ, Theorem 9.5, then completes the proof for Drel,f .
The proof for Dabs,f is exactly the same. □

Proof of Theorem 1.4. We first establish the smoothness away from the objects. To see this
we again use the Riesz-Dunford functional calculus. Let κλ(x, y) be the integral kernel of the
difference

(−∆rel − λ
2
)
−1curl curl − (−∆free − λ

2
)
−1curl curl.
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Let U be an open neighborhood of ∂Ω such that dist(U,Ω0) > δ
′ ∈ (0, δ). Then, on Ω0 × Ω0

the integral kernel of κλ(x, y) satisfies the estimate

∥κλ(x, y)∥Ck(K) ≤ Ck,Ke
−δ′ Imλ

for any compact subset K ⊂ Ω0 × Ω0. This can be seen directly from (62) as Lemma 12.1

implies that the integral kernel of L̃λ is smooth, and C∞-seminorms satisfy an exponential
decay estimate on Ω0×U , whereas the norm of L−1λ is polynomially bounded by Theorem 7.9.
By the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 1.3 above the integral

2∫
Γ̃ϵ/2

κλ(x, y)λf(λ)dλ

then converges in C∞(Ω0 × Ω0) to the integral integral kernel of Bf restricted to Ω0 × Ω0.
Hence this kernel is smooth on Ω0 ×Ω0. It remains to show the decay estimate. For large ∣x∣
we have by (67) the estimate

∥κλ(x,x)∥ ≤
C

∣x∣4
e−δ

′∣x∣ Imλ.

Then, using functional calculus as before, we have the representation

κ(x,x) =
i

π
∫
Γ̃ ϵ

2

κλ(x,x)λf(λ)dλ,

which gives the estimate

∥κ(x,x)∥ ≤ ∫
∞

1

C

∣x∣4
λe−δ1λ∣x∣dλ + ∫

1

0

C

∣x∣4
λe−δ1λ∣x∣λadλ ≤

C1

∣x∣6+a
.

This shows that κ(x,x) is integrable and by Mercer’s theorem the integral of tr(κ(x,x)) is
equal to the trace, as claimed. □

Proof of Theorem 1.5. Define the relative spectral shift function

ξD(λ) =
1

2πi
log

detSλ
det(S1,λ)⋯det(SN,λ)

.

By the Birman-Krein formula we have

trDrel,f = −∫

∞

0
ξD(λ)

d

dλ
(λ2f(λ))dλ

for any even Schwartz function f .
Recall that Ξ′ has a meromorphic extension to the complex plane and it is holomorphic

on the real line. Now assume that f is a compactly supported even test function and let f̃
be a compactly supported almost analytic extension (see for example [18] p.169/170). Let
dm(z) = dxdy be the Lebesgue measure on C. By the Helffer-Sjöstrand formula ([18, 28]),
combined with the substitution z ↦ z2, we have

curlcurlf(∆
1/2
rel ) =

2

π
curl curl ∫

Im(z)>0

z
∂f̃

∂z
(∆rel − z

2
)
−1dm(z),

Therefore

Drel,f =
2

π
∫

Im(z)>0

z
∂f̃

∂z
RD,rel(z)dm(z),
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and hence, by Lemma 10.2, we have

Tr(Drel,f) = −
1

π
∫

Im(z)>0

z2
∂f̃

∂z
Ξ′(z)dm(z).

Using Stokes’ theorem in the form of [29, p.62/63], we therefore obtain

Tr(Df) =
i

2π
∫
R
(Ξ′(x) +Ξ′(−x))x2f(x)dx.

Comparing this with the Birman-Krein formula in Theorem 5.1 gives i
2π (Ξ

′(x) +Ξ′(−x)) =
ξ′D(x). Since both functions are meromorphic this shows that this identity holds everywhere.

We conclude that i
2π (Ξ(λ) −Ξ(−λ)) − ξD(λ) is constant. Clearly, (Ξ(λ) −Ξ(−λ)) vanishes

at zero, so the statement follows if we can show that ξD(0) = 0. The estimate [47, Theorem
1.10] shows that S0 = S1,0 = . . . = SN,0 = id, which then indeed implies ξD(0) = 0. The paper
[47] assumes the boundary of Ω to be smooth, but the section on the expansions in this paper
carry over unmodified to the Lipschitz case (see also the remarks in [46] where this is made
explicit). □

12. Appendix

12.1. Norm Estimates. In the following we assume that Ω and M are as in the main body
of the text. Recall that the integral kernel of the free resolvent is given by (12). We will
subsequently prove norm and pointwise estimates for Gλ,0 and its derivatives, which are used
in the main body of the text.

Lemma 12.1. Let Ω0 ⊂ M be an open set with dist(Ω0, ∂Ω) = δ > 0 and choose ϵ ∈ (0, π].
Let U be a bounded open neighborhood of the boundary ∂Ω such that dist(Ω0, U) > 0 and fix
δ′ > 0 such that δ′ < dist(Ω0, U) ≤ δ. Then for any k ∈ N0 there exists Ck,δ′,ϵ > 0 > 0 such that
we have

∥Gλ,0∥
2
Hk(Ω0×U)

≤ Ck,δ′,ϵ
(1 + Imλ)e−2δ

′ Imλ

Imλ
, (83)

∥∇xGλ,0∥
2
Hk(Ω0×U)

≤ Ck,δ′,ϵ e
−2δ′ Imλ, (84)

for all λ ∈ Dϵ. Here ∇x denotes differentiation in the first variable, i.e. (∇xGλ)(x, y) =
∇xGλ(x, y).

Proof. Let us set λ = θ∣λ∣ and note that Im(θ) ≥ sin(ϵ) > 0. Since the kernel Gλ,0 satis-

fies the Helmholtz equation in both variables away from the diagonal we have ((−∆x)
k +

(−∆y)
k)Gλ,0(x, y) = 2λ2kGλ,0(x, y). We then change variables so that r ∶= ∣x − y∣ ≥ δ0. By

homogeneity, all of the integration will be carried out in this variable, with the angular vari-
ables only contributing a constant. Substituting s ∶= Imλ r, into the formula for the Green’s
function implies for all k ∈ N that

∥∆kGλ,0∥
2
L2(Ω′0×U

′) ≤ Ck(Imλ)4k
∞

∫

δ0

∣Gλ,0(r)∣
2r2dr ≤ Ck(Imλ)4k

∞

∫

δ0

e−2 Imλr dr (85)

Here we have enlarged the domains slightly so that Ω′0 ×U
′ has positive distance from Ω0 ×U

and dist(Ω′0, U
′) > δ′. This allows us to estimate the Sobolev norms using Lemma 12.5. We
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then have
∞

∫

δ0

e−2 Imλr dr =
e−2δ0 Imλ

−2 Imλ
. (86)

Let Cδ′,ϵ,k denote a generic constant depending on δ′, ϵ, k. Using (85) and interpolation, as a
result we can conclude for all k ≥ 0 we have

∥Gλ,0∥
2
Hk(Ω0×U)

≤ Cδ′,ϵ,k
(1 + Imλ)e−2δ

′ Imλ

Imλ
. (87)

The second inequality follows by replacing Gλ,0 by ∇xGλ,0 in (85). We then have

∥∆k
x∇xGλ,0∥

2
L2(Ω′0×U

′) ≤ (88)

Ck(Imλ)4k
∞

∫

δ0

∣∇xGλ,0(r)∣
2r2dr ≤ Ck(Imλ)4k

∞

∫

δ0

(∣ Imλ∣2 +
1

r2
) e−2 Imλr dr ≤ Cke

−2δ′ Imλ.

□

We now combine these estimates to get an estimate on the Maxwell layer potential operator.

Lemma 12.2. Let Ω0 ⊂M be an open set with dist(Ω0,Ω) = δ > 0 and λ ∈Dϵ. Then, for any
0 < δ′ < δ there exists Cδ′,ϵ > 0 such that we have

∥L̃λ∥
2

H−
1
2 (Div,∂Ω)→H(curl,Ω0)

≤ Cδ′,ϵ e
−2δ′ Imλ (89)

and

∥L̃λ∥
2

H−
1
2 (Div0,∂Ω)→H(curl,Ω0)

≤ Cδ′,ϵ ∣ Imλ∣3e−2δ
′ Imλ. (90)

Proof. We choose as in Lemma 12.1 a bounded open neighborhood of ∂Ω. For a ∈ H−
1
2 (∂Ω)

the distribution γ∗t (a) is, by duality, in H−1c (U). The first inequality then follows by using
Lemma 12.1 bearing in mind that integration defines a continuous map

Hk
(Ω0 ×U) ×H

−s
c (U)→Hk−s

(Ω0)

for k large enough. The second inequality follows from the identity (16), namely that we can
write

L̃λa = ∇S̃λDiva + λ2S̃λa a ∈H−
1
2 (Div, ∂Ω) (91)

and again using Lemma 12.1 in the same way as above. □

Lemma 12.3. Let k ∈ H2(Rd × Rd). Then k is the integral kernel of a Hilbert-Schmidt
operator

K ∶H−1(Rd
)→H1

(Rd
),

with Hilbert-Schmidt norm bounded by ∥k∥H2(Rd×Rd).

Proof. Let K be the integral operator with kernel k. Since (−∆ + 1)
1
2 is an isometry from

L2(Rd) to H−1(Rd) and from H1(Rd) to L2(Rd) it suffices to show that (−∆+1)
1
2K(−∆+1)

1
2

is Hilbert-Schmidt from L2(Rd) to L2(Rd) and bound its Hilbert-Schmidt norm. This is

equivalent to the distributional integral kernel of (−∆+ 1)
1
2K(−∆+ 1)

1
2 to be in L2(Rd ×Rd)

(see for example [44]). The Hilbert-Schmidt norm is equal to the L2-norm of the kernel. The
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Fourier transform is (ξ2 + 1)
1
2 (η2 + 1)

1
2 k̂(ξ, η) and this is in L2 with the L2-norm bounded by

∥k∥H2(Rd×Rd) thanks to the inequality

(ξ2 + 1)
1
2 (η2 + 1)

1
2

ξ2 + η2 + 1
≤ 1.

□

Lemma 12.4. Let k ∈ H4
c (R3 ×R3) be supported in a compact set Q ×Q ⊂ R3 ×R3. Then k

is the integral kernel of a nuclear operator

K ∶H−1(R3
)→H1

(R3
),

with trace norm bounded by CQ∥k∥H4(Rd×Rd).

Proof. Since k is compactly supported in Q we can assume without loss of generality that
Q is a subset of a torus Tn by imposing periodic boundary conditions on a sufficiently large
rectangle and remarking that the Sobolev norms on the torus restricted to a neighborhood
of Q are then equivalent to those of Rd restricted to that neighborhood. We can therefore
assume without loss of generality that we are on a compact manifold Y . We can then write
K as K = (−∆Y + 1)−1(−∆Y + 1)K. The operator (−∆Y + 1)−1 is Hilbert-Schmidt from
H1(Y ) to H1(Y ), as for example can be seen from Weyl’s law. The operator (−∆Y + 1)K
is Hilbert-Schmidt by Lemma 12.3. Since we have written the operator as a product of two
Hilbert-Schmidt operators it is nuclear and the corresponding estimate for the nuclear norm
follows by estimating in terms of the Hilbert-Schmidt norms. □

Lemma 12.5. Suppose that Ω ⊂ Rd is an open subset and assume that Ω′ ⊂ Rd is a larger
subset such that Ω ⊂ Ω′ and dist(∂Ω, ∂Ω′) > 0. Let N ∈ N. Then for any f ∈ L2(Ω′) with
(−∆)kf ∈ L2(Ω′) for all k = 0,1, . . . ,N we have f ∣Ω ∈ H

2N(Ω) and there exists a constant
CN,Ω′,Ω > 0, independent of f , such that ∥f ∣Ω∥H2N (Ω) ≤ CN,Ω′,Ω∑k≤N ∥(−∆)

kf∥L2(Ω′).

Proof. This is the usual proof of interior regularity applied to the possibly non-compact
domain Ω′. We will show that f ∈ Hs(Ω′),∆f ∈ Hs(Ω′) implies f ∈ Hs+2(Ω) with the
corresponding norm-estimates. The result then follows from this statement by iterating using
a sequence of intermediate domains Ω ⊂ Ω1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ ΩN−1 ⊂ Ω′. We will choose U so that
Ω ⊂ U ⊂ Ω′ while is still such that dist(∂U, ∂Ω′) > 0,dist(∂U, ∂Ω) > 0. We can choose
a regularised distance function and construct a function χ ∈ C∞b (R

d) which is compactly
supported in Ω′ which equals one in a neighborhood of U . Then, if f ∈Hs(Ω′),∆f ∈Hs(Ω′)
we have

(1 −∆)(χf) = (χ −∆(χ))f − χ∆f − 2(∇χ)∇f.

From this we see that (−∆ + 1)(χf) ∈ Hs−1(Rd) and therefore χf ∈ Hs+1(Rd). Hence, the
restriction of f to U is in Hs+1(Ω1). Now we choose another cut-off function η in C∞b (R

d)

supported in U that equals one near Ω. Then (∇η)∇f is in Hs(U) and we now conclude in
the same way that f ∣Ω ∈H

s+2(Ω). □
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